What God Says About Sex – A
Christian Perspective on Human
Sexuality
Sue Bohlin

Sue Bohlin provides us a succinct Christian perspective on human sexuality. She
points out that God created sex and has a purpose for it defined within the
context of marriage. When we lose sight of God’s perspective, sex can degrade
into a pastime for pleasure that will ultimately hurt us physically, emotionally and
spiritually.

The Pickle Principle
It’s not surprising that in a time of growing biblical illiteracy, so
few people have any idea what God thinks and says about the
extremely important subject of sex. The world holds the Christian
view of sex in contempt, considering it prudish, naïve and
repressive. But the Bible elevates sexuality as God’s gift to us that
is both sacred and mysterious. The world’s perspective degrades it to just
something that feels good—another form of recreation or socialization.
Counselor Waylon Ward offers an insightful way to understand the problem,
which he calls “the Pickle Principle.” In order to make pickles, we put cucumbers
in a brine solution of vinegar, spices, and water. After a cucumber soaks in the

brine long enough, it is changed into a pickle. Most of us are like pickles. We sit
in the brine of a sex-saturated culture, absorbing its values and beliefs, and it
changes the way we think. Even most Christians are pickled today, believing and
acting exactly like everyone else who has been sitting in the brine of a culture
hostile to God and His Word.
The world’s sex-saturated brine includes the belief that sex is the ultimate
pleasure. The message of much TV, movies, and music is that there is no greater
pleasure available, and that it is the right of every individual, even teenagers, to
have this pleasure.{1} Another aspect of this pickling process is the belief that no
one has the right to deprive anyone else of this greatest of all human pleasures,
that no one has the right to tell anyone else what is right or wrong about the
expression of his or her sexuality.{2}
If the purpose and goal of sex is primarily pleasure, then other people are just
objects to be used for sensual gratification. Since people are infinitely valuable
because God made us in His image, that is a slap in the face whether we realize it
or not. The Christian perspective is that the purpose of sex is relational, with
pleasure as the by-product. The Bible teaches that sex welds two souls
together.{3} It is so powerful that it is only safe within a committed, covenant
marriage relationship. It’s like the difference between the wild energy of lightning
compared to the harnessed power of electricity. God knew what He was doing
when He limited sex to within marriage!
God wants to get His “pickled people” out of the world’s brine and into an
intimate relationship with Him. He wants to change our thinking and beliefs to be
in alignment with His.

Sex is God’s Invention! The Purpose of Sex
Sex is God’s idea. He made it not only efficient for making babies, but pleasurable
and deeply satisfying. He designed men’s and women’s body parts to complement

each other. He created hormones to make everything work right and make us
want to be sexual. Unlike animals, whose mating behavior is purely instinctive for
the purpose of reproducing, human sexuality has several wonderful purposes. God
means for all of them to be contained within marriage.
In a lifelong covenant of faithfulness between husband and wife, we can express
and enjoy God’s two major purposes to sex: fruitfulness and intimacy. His first
command to Adam and Eve was to “be fruitful and multiply” (Genesis 1:28); one
very foundational purpose of sex is to create new living beings. Fruitfulness is not
limited to having children, though. A mutually loving and serving sexual
relationship between husband and wife can produce emotional and personal
fruitfulness as well. Both people are nurtured to grow, develop, and soar,
becoming more of what God means them to be.
The other big purpose for sex, emotional and physical intimacy, is only possible
within marriage. In his little gem of a book called What God Says About Sex,{4}
Eric Elder says that intimacy really means “into-me-see.” It is only safe to reveal
the fullness of who we are, “warts and all,” to someone who loves us and has
committed to be faithful and supportive “till death do us part.” The fullest
experience and freedom of sex is found within the marriage bed, which God says
to keep holy or set apart.{5} God says that we are to use self-control to keep all
expressions of sexuality limited to marriage.{6}
Sex also builds oneness, a mystical union of two lives and souls into one life
together. The one-flesh union of sex is a picture of the way two souls are joined
together into a shared life. In fact, we could say that sex is like solder that is used
to fuse two pieces of metal together. Once they are joined, it is a strong bond that
helps keep marriages and families intact, which is God’s intention for our lives.
Another purpose of sex is the pleasure that comes from being safe in another’s
love. The entire book of Song of Solomon is gorgeous poetry that glorifies married
sexual relations.

God also says that an important purpose of sex is to serve as an earthbound
illustration of the mystical but real unity of Christ and the church, where two very
different, very other beings are joined together as one. This spiritual component
to sex is what helps us see more clearly why any and all sex outside of marriage
falls far short of God’s intention for it to be holy and sacred—and protected.

So . . . What Does God Actually Say?
A lot of people believe the Bible says, “Sex is fun and it feels good, so don’t do it.”
Nothing could be farther from the truth! Sex was God’s great idea in the first
place! But God’s view of sex as a sacred and private gift to married couples, as
well as a gift each spouse gives to the other, is at great odds with the world’s
perspective of sex as simply a pleasure no one should deny him- or herself.
The overarching statement God makes is that sex is to be completely contained
within marriage.{7} As I said above, sex is so powerful that it’s like the difference
between the wild, uncontrollable power of lightning compared to the safety of
harnessed electricity in our buildings. God wants us to harness the power of sex
within marriage. This means that all other expressions of sexuality are off-limits,
not because God is a cosmic killjoy, but because He loves us and knows what’s
best for us, namely, not playing with lightning! So God says not to engage in sex
with anyone before marriage, with anyone else once we are married, with anyone
of the same sex; or with prostitutes, or with family members, or with animals.
God says that sexual purity is a treasure to be guarded and valued. It is a
reflection of God’s own character, which is what makes it so valuable. In our
culture, many people have been deceived into thinking that their virginity is
worthless, something to get rid of. But God says it is special,{8} a gift that can we
can only bestow on one person, one time. God calls us to purity after marriage as
well by remaining faithful to our spouse. Purity before and during marriage
prevents “ghosts” in the marriage bed; comparisons are nowhere as deadly as in
the intensely intimate realm of sex. We glorify God in our sexuality by using self-

control to stay pure if single, and by loving our spouse sexually if married.
The good news is that purity can be restored if we confess our sin and put our
trust in Jesus to forgive us and give us a new, holy quality of life. The Bible
promises, “If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.”{9} God stands ready to forgive and
cleanse us, and restore our purity the moment we ask.
God says that sex is to be reserved for adults only. Three times in the Song of
Solomon, a beautiful book extolling the glory of married sex, it says, “Do not
arouse or awaken love until it so desires,” which means “until the time is
right.”{10} As I minister to sexually broken people,{11} most of them bear the
still-painful scars of childhood sexual abuse from people who never should have
opened a door to sexual experience. Their entire view of sex has been warped and
skewed. God never meant for children to be introduced to sex. It’s for adults.
Married adults.
God wants us to actively fight sexual temptation. The battle is harder than it’s
ever been because of our sex-saturated culture. He says to flee immorality.{12}
In fact, God says to offer not even a hint of sexual immorality.{13} That means
that it is a violation of His intentions to engage in phone sex with strangers, or
virtual sex in chat rooms and porn sites. The fact that you’re not physically
touching another person’s body doesn’t mean it’s not sin, because Jesus said that
sexual sin happens in the mind first.{14}
Eric Elder suggests asking a powerful question to help clarify the battle against
sexual temptation: will this lead to greater intimacy and fruitfulness with the
husband or wife God has created for me?{15} This filter is helpful for both
married people and singles. If an action doesn’t build intimacy or fruitfulness, it
probably destroys them. Another question to ask is, Can I glorify God in what my
flesh wants to do? Can I invite Jesus into what I’m about to do? If the answer is
no, God invites us to meet the struggle with His supernatural energy instead of

our own puny human strength.{16}
Outside of the safety of marriage, sex is wounding and hurtful, but God created it
for our pleasure and delight. In the Song of Solomon, God enthusiastically invites
the newlyweds to enjoy His good gift of sex, where He says, “Eat, friends, and
drink, o lovers!”{17} In fact, God wants married couples to bless each other by
enjoying sex often and regularly.{18}
Are you surprised by what God says about sex?

Why Sexual Sin Hurts So Much
Pastors and counselors will tell you that there is a greater intensity of shame and
pain in the people they counsel when the issues involve sexual sin.{19} Paul says
that all other sins are outside our bodies,{20} but sexual sin touches you deep in
your heart and soul.
As mentioned above, it may be helpful to think of sex like solder. God created it to
make a strong, powerful bond that creates healthy, stable families into which
children are welcomed. But when people fuse their souls through sexual sin
without the safety and commitment of marriage, it causes tremendous pain when
the relationship rips apart. (Have you ever seen a broken weld? It’s pretty ugly.)
When sex is disconnected from love and commitment, it also disconnects the body
from the soul. This inflicts deep wounds of shame and guilt on a heart that has
been used for gratification instead of love.
Waylon Ward says that sex sins expose and exploit our deepest emotional and
spiritual vulnerabilities. He writes, “In the counseling office, individuals rarely if
ever weep scalding tears about any other sense of loss like they do for a sexual
relationship when it ends. There are soul ties that bind two partners together in
unseen ways and there is a sense that part of you has been stolen. There is a hole
in your soul where the connection was ripped from you.”{21}

The pickling brine of our culture’s increased sensuality says, “If it feels good, do
it. You’re entitled.” But while this belief about sex may feel good, it is most
definitely not good for us. Note the runaway epidemic of sexually transmitted
diseases, and the resulting increase in infertility. Note the number of broken
hearts and broken families. Note the alarming amount of sexual abuse. Note the
soaring rates of depression, especially in teens, much of which is related to sexual
activity outside of marriage.
God invented sex for His glory and our benefit. His basic rule—keep sex inside
marriage—isn’t meant to be a killjoy, but to protect our hearts and bodies and
relationships and families. He knows what He’s doing, and we do well to follow.
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Blessings and Judgment
Kerby Anderson

The Bible offers principles concerning blessing and judgment concerning the
nation of Israel. Do any of them apply to the United States? Kerby Anderson
examines this question.
Is God blessing America? Will God bring judgment against America? These are
questions I often hear, and yet rarely do we hear good answers to these
questions. Part of the reason is that Christians havent really studied the subject
of blessings and judgment.

In this article we deal with this difficult and controversial subject.
While we may not be able to come to definitive answers to all of these questions, I
think we will have a better understanding of what blessings and judgment are
from a biblical perspective.
When we think about this topic, often we are in two minds. On one hand, we
believe that God is on our side and blessing us. After the attacks on 9/11, for
example, we launched a war on terror and were generally convinced that God was

on our side. At least we hoped that He was. Surely God could not be on the side of
the terrorists.
On the other hand, we also wonder if God is ready to judge America. Given the
evils of our society, isnt it possible that God will judge America? Havent we
exceeded what other nations have done that God has judged in the past?
In his book Is God on Americas Side?, Erwin Lutzer sets forth seven principles
we can derive from the Old Testament about blessing and cursing. We will look at
these in more depth below. But we should first acknowledge that God through His
prophets clearly declared when he was bringing judgment. In those cases, we
have special revelation to clearly show what God was doing. We do not have Old
Testament prophets today, but that doesnt stop Christians living in the church
age from claiming (often inaccurately) that certain things are a judgment of God.
In the 1980s and 1990s we heard many suggest that AIDS was a judgment of God
against homosexuality. In my book Living Ethically In the 90s I said that it did not
look like a judgment from God. First, there were many who engaged in
homosexual behavior who were not stricken with AIDS (many male homosexuals
and nearly all lesbians were AIDS-free). Second, it struck many innocent victims
(those who contracted the disease from blood transfusions). Was AIDS a judgment
of God? I dont think so.
When Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans in 2005, people called into my talk
show suggesting this was Gods judgment against the city because of its
decadence. But then callers from the Gulf Coast called to say that the hurricane
devastated their communities, destroying homes, businesses, and churches. Was
God judging the righteous church-going people of the Gulf Coast? Was Hurricane
Katrina a judgment of God? I dont think so.
In this article we are going to look at blessings and judgments that are set forth
by God in the Old Testament so that we truly understand what they are.

Seven Principles (Part 1)
In his book Is God on Americas Side? Erwin Lutzer sets forth seven principles we
can derive from the Old Testament about blessing and cursing. The first principle
is that God can both bless and curse a nation.{1}
When we sing God Bless America do we really mean it? I guess part of the
answer to that question is what do most Americans mean by the word God? We
say we believe in God, but many people believe in a god of their own construction.
In a sense, most Americans embrace a god of our civil religion. This is not the God
of the Bible.
R.C. Sproul says the god of this civil religion is without power: He is a deity
without sovereignty, a god without wrath, a judge without judgment, and a force
without power.{2} We have driven God from the public square, but we bring him
back during times of crisis (like 9/11) but he is only allowed off the reservation for
a short period of time.
We sing God Bless America but do we mean it? Nearly every political speech
and every State of the Union address ends with the phrase, May God bless
America. But what importance do we place in that phrase?
Contrast this with what God said in the Old Testament. God gave Israel a choice
of either being blessed or being cursed. See, I am setting before you today a
blessing and a cursethe blessing, if you obey the commandments of the Lord
your God, which I command you today; and the curse, if you do not obey the
commandments of the Lord your God, but turn aside from the way that I am
commanding you today, to go after other gods that you have not known
(Deuteronomy 11:26-28).
We should first acknowledge that Israel was unique because it had a covenant
with God. America does not have a covenant with God. But it does still seem as if
the principle of blessing and cursing can apply to nations today.

A second principle is that God judges nations based on the amount of light and
opportunity they are given.{3} The Old Testament is a story of Israel. Other
nations enter the story when they connect with Israel. Because Israel had a
unique relationship with God, the nation was judged more strictly than its
neighbors.
God was more patient with the Canaanitesit took four hundred years before their
cup of iniquity was full, and then judgment fell on them. Likewise, Paul points
out (Romans 2:12-15) that in the end time, God would individually judge Jews and
Gentiles by the amount of light they had when they were alive.
A nation that is given the light of revelation will be held to greater account than a
nation that is not.

Seven Principles (Part 2)
In his book Is God on Americas Side? Erwin Lutzer sets forth seven principles we
can derive from the Old Testament about blessing and cursing. The third principle
is that God sometimes uses exceedingly evil nations to judge those that are less
evil.{4}
Israel was blessed with undeserved opportunities, yet were disobedient. God
reveals to Isaiah that God would use the wicked nation of Assyria to judge Israel.
Ah, Assyria, the rod of my anger; the staff in their hands is my fury! Against a
godless nation I send him, and against the people of my wrath I command him, to
take spoil and seize plunder, and to tread them down like the mire of the streets
(Isaiah 10:5-6). In another instance, God reveals to Habakkuk that He was raising
up the Chaldeans to march through the land, plundering, killing, and stealing
(Habakkuk 1:5-11).
As I mentioned above, Christians are often of two minds when they think about
America. On the one hand they believe America is a great country. We have been

willing to rebuild countries after war or natural disaster. American missionaries
travel around the world. Christians broadcast the gospel message around the
world.
On the other hand, America is a decadent country. We are the leading exporters
of pornography and movies that celebrate sex, violence, and profanity. We have
aborted more than 50 million unborn babies. Our judicial system banishes God
from public life. Will God use another nation to judge America?
A fourth principle is that when God judges a nation, the righteous suffer with the
wicked.{5} A good example of this can be found in the book of Daniel. When God
brought the Babylonians against Judah, Daniel and his friends were forced to
accompany them.
We also see a parallel to this in manmade and natural disasters. Whether it is a
terrorist attack or a hurricane or tsunami, we see that believers and nonbelievers
die together. We live in a fallen world among fallen people. These actions
(whether brought about by moral evil or physical evil) destroy lives and property
in an indiscriminate way.
A fifth principle is that Gods judgments take various forms.{6} Sometimes it
results in the destruction of our families. We can see this in Gods
pronouncement in Deuteronomy 28:53-55. When the Israelites were forced to
leave their homes to go to foreign lands, the warnings were fulfilled. Today we
may not be forced into exile, but we wonder if God is judging our families just
the same. He is judging us for our immorality.
In Deuteronomy 28:36-37, The Lord will bring you and your king whom you set
over you to a nation that neither you nor your fathers have known. And there you
shall serve other gods of wood and stone. When the ten tribes of Israel were
exiled to Assyria, they were assimilated into the pagan culture and never heard
from again.

Seven Principles (Part 3)
The sixth principle is that in judgment, Gods target is often His people, not just
the pagans among them.{7}
Yes, it is true that God judges the wicked, but sometimes the real purpose of
present judgments has more to do with the righteous than the wicked. Not only
do we see this in the Old Testament, we also see this principle in the New
Testament. 1 Peter 4:17-18 says: For it is time for judgment to begin at the
household of God; and if it begins with us, what will be the outcome for those who
do not obey the gospel of God? And If the righteous is scarcely saved, what will
become of the ungodly and the sinner?
This raises a good question. If judgment begins at the house of God, is the church
today under judgment? Have Christians become too worldly? Have Christians
become too political and thus depend on government rather than on God? Have
Christians become too materialistic? Someone has said we should change the
motto on our coins from In God we trust to In gold we trust.
A seventh and final principle is that God sometimes reverses intended
judgments.{8} We must begin with an observation. Gods blessing on any nation
is undeserved. There is always sin and evil in the land. When God blesses us,
either individually or corporately, it is an evidence of Gods grace.
Sometimes God calls for judgment but then spares a nation. A good example of
that can be found in the life of Jonah. God called him to that city to preach
repentance for their sins. He didnt want to go because it was the capital city of
the Assyrians who had committed genocide against Israel. But when Jonah finally
obeyed God, the city was saved from judgment.
God also used Old Testament prophets to preach to Israel. But the people didnt
have a heart to care. Consider the ministry of Micah and Jeremiah. Actually,
Micah preached a hundred years before Jeremiah and warned Judah that her

wound is incurable. A century later, Jeremiah is brought before the priests and
false prophets who want him killed. After hearing him, they appeal to the
preaching of Micah (Jeremiah 16:19). King Hezekiah listened to Micahs words
and sought God who withheld judgment.
Erwin Lutzer gives another example from eighteenth century England. The
country was in decline, but God reversed the trend through the preaching of John
Wesley and George Whitefield.

Conclusion
I would like to conclude by returning to the questions about whether God is
blessing or judging our nation.
First, we must acknowledge that no nation can claim that God is on its side. In
fact, there is a long and sorry history of nations that have claimed this. And the
God is on our side mentality has done much harm throughout the history of the
church.
Kim Riddlebarger: Instead of letting God be God, our sinful pride leads us to
make such pronouncements that are not ours to make. In these cases, God is not
sovereign, he is a mascot.{9} As a nation, we must not claim that God is on our
side.
This is also true in the political debates we have within this nation. Richard Land
in his book, The Divided States of America, says: What liberals and conservatives
both are missing is that America has been blessed by God in unique wayswe are
not just another country, but neither are we Gods special people. I do not believe
that America is Gods chosen nation. God established one chosen nation and
people: the Jews. We are not Israel. We do not have God on our side. We are
not Gods gift to the world.{10}

This brings us back to the famous quote by Abraham Lincoln who was asked if
God was on the side of the Union forces or the Confederate forces. He said: I do
not care whether God is on my side; the important question is whether I am on
Gods side, for God is always right.
Second, we should be careful not to quickly assume that a disease or a disaster is
a judgment of God. Above I gave examples of people wrongly assuming that AIDS
or Hurricane Katrina was a judgment of God.
We can take comfort in knowing that this isnt just a problem in the twenty-first
century. Apparently it was even a problem in the first century. The tower of
Siloam fell and killed a number of people. It appears that those around Jesus
thought it was a punishment for their sins. He counters this idea by saying: Or
do you suppose that those eighteen on whom the tower in Siloam fell and killed
them were worse culprits than all the men who live in Jerusalem? I tell you, no,
but unless you repent, you will all likewise perish (Luke 13:4-5).
We should wisely refrain from too quickly labeling a disease or disaster as a
judgment of God. But we should take to heart the words of Jesus and focus on our
need for salvation and repentance.
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Heterosexual and Homosexual
Marriages – Are Straight and Gay
Marriages Identical?
Kerby Anderson

Although Kerby wrote this article before same-sex marriage was legalized, his
assessment of homosexual relationships has not changed because the intrinsically
disordered nature of same-sex relationships has not changed. He identifies the
measurable benefits of heterosexual marriage over other types of family set ups.
Then he considers the difficulties introduced by homosexual marriage in obtaining
the same benefits. With the fundamental differences between them, considering
them to be equivalent will not make it so.

Is there any difference between heterosexual marriage and
homosexual marriage? We are told that there is essentially no
difference between the two and thus marriage status should be
granted to anyone of any sexual orientation. This is not true (as I
discuss in more detail in my book A Biblical Point of View on
Homosexuality{1}).
Traditional, Heterosexual Marriage
Let’s begin by talking about the benefits of traditional marriage. Traditional
marriage is the foundation of civilization. So before we even consider the impact
of homosexuality, same-sex marriage, and other alternative lifestyles, we should
consider the benefits of traditional marriage to society.

An excellent summary of the studies done on married
people can be found in the book, The Case for Marriage: Why Married People are
Happier, Healthier, and Better off Financially by Linda Waite and Maggie
Gallagher.{2} Here are just a few of the many findings from the research:
• Married people are much happier and likely to be less unhappy than any
other group of people.
• Married people live up to eight years longer than divorced or never-married
people.
• Married people suffer less from long-term illnesses than those who are
unmarried.

• Married people are less likely to engage in unhealthy behaviors such as drug
and alcohol abuse.
• Married people have twice the amount of sex as single people and report
greater levels of satisfaction in the area of sexual intimacy.
A look at individual studies by social scientists also confirms these conclusions.
For example, married men and women report greater satisfaction with family
life.{3} Married couples report greater sexual satisfaction.{4} Married women
report higher levels of physical and psychological health.{5} Married people
experience less depression.{6}
Researchers at the Heritage Foundation have also compiled numerous statistics
that also demonstrate the positive impact of marriage. Traditional marriages have
higher incomes when compared to step families, cohabiting couples, or those who
never married.{7} Traditional marriages also result in lower welfare costs to
society when compared to divorced couples or out-of-wedlock births.{8} Married
women are less likely to be victims of domestic violence, and married couples are
more likely to be happy and less likely to attempt suicide.{9}
The studies compiled by the Heritage Foundation also found many positive effects
on children.{10} For example, they found that:
• Children in married families are less like to suffer serious child abuse.
• Children in married families are less likely to end up in jail as adults.
• Children in married families are less likely to be depressed as adolescents.
• Children in married families are less likely to be expelled from school.
• Children in married families are less likely to repeat a grade in school.
• Children in married families are less likely to have developmental problems.

• Children in married families are less likely to have behavioral problems.
• Children in married families are less likely to use drugs (marijuana, cocaine).
• Children in married families are less likely to be sexually active.
Children benefit from traditional marriage in the same way just as was previously
mentioned adults. For example, they are better off financially. The National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth found that child poverty dramatically increased
outside of intact marriages.{11} Children in married homes are generally
healthier physically and emotionally when they reach adulthood than children
from other home situations.{12}
Although these are relatively recent studies, the conclusions have been known for
much longer. In the 1930s, British anthropologist J.D. Unwin studied 86 cultures
that stretched across 5,000 years. He found that when a society restricted sex to
marriage, it thrived. However, he also found that when a society weakened the
sexual ethic of marriage, it deteriorated and eventually disintegrated.{13}

Differences Between Heterosexual Marriages and
Homosexual Marriages
Are heterosexual couples and homosexual couples different? The popular media
treats heterosexual couples and homosexual couples as if they are no different.
One headline proclaimed, “Married and Gay Couples Not All that Different,” and
essentially said they were just like the couple next door.{14}
There is good reason to question that assumption. Dr. Timothy Dailey has
compiled numerous statistics that demonstrate significant differences.{15} He
shows that “committed” homosexual relationships are radically different from
married couples in at least six ways: relationship duration, monogamy vs.
promiscuity, relationship commitment, number of children being raised, health

risks, and rates of intimate partner violence.
Consider the duration of a relationship. Gay activists often point to high divorce
rates among married couples, suggesting that heterosexuals fare no better than
homosexuals. Research shows, however, that male homosexual relationships last
only a fraction of the length of most marriages. By contrast, the National Center
for Health Statistics reported that 66% of first marriages last ten years or longer,
with 50% lasting twenty years or longer.{16}
Various studies of homosexual relationships show a much different picture. For
example, the Gay/Lesbian Consumer Online Census of nearly 8,000 homosexuals
found that only 15% described their “current relationship” lasting twelve years or
longer.{17} A study of homosexual men in the Netherlands published in the
journal AIDS found that the “duration of steady partnerships” was one and a half
years.{18} In a study of male homosexuality in reported in Western Sexuality:
Practice and Precept in Past and Present Times, Pollak found that “few
homosexual relationships last longer than two years, with many men reporting
hundreds of lifetime partners.”{19}
Another key difference is “monogamy versus promiscuity.” Married heterosexual
couples are more monogamous than the popular culture and media would have
you believe. A national survey published in the Journal of Sex Research found that
77% of married men and 88% of married women had remained faithful to their
marriage vows.{20} A national survey in The Social Organization of Sexuality:
Sexual Practices in the United States came to essentially the same conclusions
(75% of husbands and 85% of wives).{21}
By contrast, homosexuals were much less monogamous and much more
promiscuous. In the classic study by Bell and Weinberg, they found that 43% of
white male homosexuals had sex with 500 or more partners, with 28% having
1,000 or more sex partners.{22} And a Dutch study of partnered homosexuals,
published in the journal AIDS, found that men with a steady partner nevertheless

had an average of eight sexual partners per year.{23}
The authors of The Male Couple reported that in their study of 156 males in
homosexual relationships lasting from 1 to 37 years, “Only seven couples have a
totally exclusive sexual relationship, and these men all have been together for less
than five years. Stated another way, all couples with a relationship lasting more
than five years have incorporated some provision for outside sexual activity in
their relationships.”{24} They also found that most homosexual men understood
sexual relations outside the relationship to be the norm, and usually viewed
standards of monogamy as an act of oppression.
A third difference between heterosexual and homosexual couples is “level of
commitment.” Timothy Dailey argues: “If homosexuals and lesbians truly desired
the same kind of commitment signified by marriage, then one would expect them
to take advantage of the opportunity to enter into civil unions or registered
partnerships.”{25} This would provide them with legal recognition as well as
legal rights. However, it is clear that few homosexuals and lesbians have chosen
to take advantage of these various unions (same-sex marriage, civil unions,
domestic partnerships), suggesting a difference in commitment compared with
married couples.
These three differences (along with others detailed by Timothy Dailey)
demonstrate a significant difference between heterosexual and homosexual
relationships. Gay and lesbian couples appear less likely to commit themselves to
the type of monogamous relationship found in traditional marriage.

Is It Natural?
Many in the homosexual movement say that their feelings are natural. Often they
even say that their feelings are God-given. So how could they be wrong? Years
ago Debbie Boone sang a song with the lyrics, “How can it be so wrong when it
feels so right?” That is the argument from many in the homosexual movement. It

feels natural, so it must be natural.
But God’s character as revealed in the Bible should be our standard. There are
many sinful acts that feel natural, but that does not mean they are moral. Romans
1:26-27 makes it very clear that these passions are unnatural:
For this reason God gave them over to degrading passions; for their women
exchanged the natural function for that which is unnatural, and in the same
way also the men abandoned the natural function of the woman and burned in
their desire toward one another, men with men committing indecent acts and
receiving in their own persons the due penalty of their error.
Homosexual desires and temptations may feel natural to some people, but they
are not what God intends for human beings. Any sexual encounter outside of
marriage is immoral. The Bible refers to the sin of sexual immorality nearly four
dozen times. Homosexuality, along with fornication and adultery, are all examples
of sexual immorality.
Although God created a perfect world (Genesis 1-2), it was spoiled by sin. The
effects of sin impact us physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Homosexual
temptation, like other sexual temptations, is a result of the fall (Genesis 3). When
Jesus was confronted by the Pharisees, He reminded them that God “created them
from the beginning made them male and female, and said, ‘for this reason a man
shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall
become one flesh'” (Matthew 19:4-5).
Although there is a concerted effort to push for homosexual marriage within our
society, we have seen in this article that there are fundamental differences
between heterosexual marriage and homosexual marriage. For more information
on this topic, visit the Probe website and read many of our other articles on
homosexuality. And you might pick up a copy of my book, A Biblical Point of View
on Homosexuality.
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The Star of Bethlehem from a
Christian View
Dr. Ray Bohlin

Dr. Ray Bohlin looks at the familiar story of the star of Bethlehem and provides
several possible ways that God created this sign announcing the birth of the
Christ. From a Christian worldview perspective, we know a bright light in the sky
was able to lead the magi to the Christ child. Dr. Bohlin considers several ways
God may have chosen to announce the coming of the Christ.

The Magi and the Star of Bethlehem
O, Star of wonder, star of night
Star of royal beauty bright
Westward leading, still proceeding,
Guide us to thy perfect light.
This familiar and haunting chorus from the Christmas carol, “We
Three Kings of Orient Are,” introduces us to what seems to be the
only ubiquitous biblical symbol during the Christmas season, the
star of Bethlehem.
This Christmas, as you look over the Christmas cards in the stores or in your own
burgeoning collection from family and friends, you will see one very constant
element. Whether the scene depicts the nativity, a backyard nature scene, a

Christmas tree, or just Santa making deliveries, if the nighttime sky is included,
somewhere in the picture, eliciting warm and happy emotions, is a star. The star
dominates the nighttime sky with its size and brightness and its long tail pointing
to the earth. The star has almost become the signature which says, “This scene
reflects a Christmas theme.”
At first, this may seem quite unusual for something which doesn’t even get
mentioned in Luke 2, the more familiar account of our Lord’s birth. The star is
featured only in Matthew’s brief description of the visit by the magi shortly after
Jesus’ birth. I think the prevalence of the star stems from its mysteriousness. For
example, what kind of star convinces a group of Gentile wise men to search for
the new King of the Jews and actually leads them to Him? Before we explore this
puzzle, let’s look at Matthew’s account beginning in Chapter 2 verse 1:
Now after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea in the days of Herod the king,
behold, magi from the east arrived in Jerusalem, saying, “Where is He who has
been born King of the Jews? For we saw His star in the east, and have come to
worship Him” (Matt. 2:1-2, NASB).
A couple of things to note: first, these events take place after Jesus’ birth; second,
this was in the days of Herod the king; third, the magi arrived from an area east
of Jerusalem (probably in the vicinity of Babylon or Persia); fourth, they already
knew they were looking for the newborn King of the Jews, but the exact location
eluded them; and fifth, it was viewing His star from their home in the east that led
them on this journey.
After consulting with King Herod and finding out from chief priests and teachers
that the Messiah was to be born in Bethlehem, the magi set out for the 5 mile trip
south to Bethlehem. We pick up Matthew’s narrative in verse 9:
And having heard the king, they went their way; and lo, the star, which they
had seen in the east, went on before them, until it came and stood over where
the Child was. And when they saw the star, they rejoiced exceedingly with

great joy. And they came into the house and saw the Child with Mary His
mother; and they fell down and worshiped Him; and opening their treasures
they presented to Him gifts of gold and frankincense and myrrh (Matt. 2:9-11,
NASB).
Here we see that Matthew appears to describe the star as moving, as leading the
magi to Jesus. There is clearly more than one magi, but only tradition holds that
there were three–presumably because of the three gifts. These Gentile wise men
worship the King whom the star has led them to. In the rest of this essay, we will
explore the nature of this strange star and what it could have been.

What Was the Star of Bethlehem?
The Gospel of Matthew states that the star informed the magi of the birth of the
King of the Jews and actually led them to Bethlehem once they had arrived in
Jerusalem. The star of Bethlehem has been the subject of scholarly discussion
ever since the first centuries after Jesus’ birth. Some believed it was a supernova
explosion, others a comet or a conjunction of planets associated with specific
constellations that would herald the birth of a king in Israel. Some have
suggested that none of these astronomical events can adequately account for all
that Matthew tells us within the context of his worldview. In this discussion, I will
be investigating the more common explanations to see if we can come to some
understanding as to just what the magi saw 2,000 years ago.
When Matthew quotes the magi as telling Herod that they observed the new
King’s star rising in the east, this can be interpreted as a new star, something
never observed before. This has led some scholars to believe that the star of
Bethlehem was a nova or supernova. A nova is a white dwarf star that literally
explodes. The explosion may increase the brightness of the star a thousand to a
million times its previous brightness, making a previously invisible star, visible. A
nova, however, does not last very long. The initial blast of the explosion may only

be observed for a few months before the star shrinks to a remnant of its previous
brightness and disappears altogether.
There are numerous problems with this view. First, although there was a “new
star” recorded by the Chinese in the constellation Capricorn in March-April of 5
B.C. that lasted only 70 days, there is nothing to connect this event with the birth
of a King in Israel. Second, and perhaps most troublesome, nova do not move.
This leads to a discussion of a different astronomical event that may be associated
with the “new star” (a comet) recorded by the Chinese in 5 B.C. The Chinese
would not have distinguished a comet from a nova since all they recorded was
something new in the sky that was temporary. A comet has the advantage of a tail
that can appear to be pointing in a direction which may have guided the magi. In
addition, a comet moves! A comet can even disappear as it moves behind the sun
and reappear as it comes out from behind the sun. A major objection is that the
Chinese make no mention of the “new star” moving. Another problem is that
comets are cyclical with a predictable periodicity. For instance, Halley’s comet
appears every 76 years. If the star of Bethlehem were a comet, we would most
likely have observed it again and been able to extrapolate back to the time of
Christ to see if there is a match. Unfortunately, the only one to come close is
Halley’s comet which appeared in 12 B.C., a date that is impossibly early.
One could always claim that the comet was one with a very long periodicity or one
that has since disappeared from our solar system. This is certainly possible, but it
does not really help the discussion. One might as well appeal to a purely
supernatural occurrence that cannot be verified scientifically. There is no
difference. And though comets were usually interpreted as heralding sweeping
changes, the changes were usually for the worse and there is no way, once again,
to connect these events to the birth of a king in Israel. Next, I will look at
planetary conjunction, the most popular suggestion at planetarium shows during
the Christmas season.

Did the Star of Bethlehem Result from a Triple
Conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter?
The bright star usually seen hovering over Nativity scenes depicted on numerous
Christmas cards actually dominates nearly every nighttime Christmas panorama.
As I stated earlier, the Star of Bethlehem is just about the only ubiquitous biblical
symbol associated with Christmas. The reason probably has to do with the
mystery surrounding what this star was. Earlier, I showed the unreasonableness
of the star being a comet or supernova explosion. If you were to attend a
planetarium show concerning the star of Bethlehem, they would most likely
present the idea that the star was a triple conjunction of the planets Jupiter and
Saturn in the year 7 B.C. followed by a massing of Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars in 6
B.C. Realizing that planetarium shows view Scripture as something less than
historically accurate, it is still necessary to ask if this indeed could have been the
Star of Bethlehem.
In the early 17th century the great astronomer and Christian, Johannes Kepler,
calculated that a triple conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn had occurred in 7 B.C.
While Kepler did not believe this to be the actual Star of Bethlehem, it may have
alerted the magi to the coming star. 7-4 B.C. have become the usual dates for
fixing the birth of Christ since Herod the Great’s death, the Herod mentioned by
both Matthew and Luke in their birth narratives, is well established in 4 B.C.
Therefore, Jesus had to have been born in the few years prior to 4 B.C. since He
started his three-year public ministry around the age of 30 (Luke 3:23) and His
death is usually fixed between 27-30 A.D.
So just what is a triple conjunction, and why would it be significant to the birth of
a King in Israel? A planetary conjunction is what happens when two planets come
in close proximity to one another. A triple conjunction refers to when three
separate conjunctions of the same two planets occur within a one year period.
Triple conjunctions can be predicted, but they do not occur with regularity. There

have been only 11 such triple conjunctions since 7 B.C. and the interval between
them varies between 40 and 338 years.
The triple conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in 7 B.C. was seen in the constellation
Pisces in the months of May, September, and December. This provides sufficient
time for the magi to see the first conjunction, begin their trip west to Judea, visit
Herod by the second conjunction or at least soon afterwards, and perhaps not
reach Bethlehem until the third conjunction when it is said to have appeared in
the southern sky, and Bethlehem is just south of Jerusalem. Remember how the
magi rejoiced to see the star again as they departed Jerusalem for Bethlehem.
Ancient astrologers associated Jupiter with royalty or even a ruler of the universe.
Saturn was associated with Palestine or even with the deity who protected Israel.
And Pisces was associated with the nation of Israel. Later a massing of Jupiter,
Mars, and Saturn occurred again in Pisces in 6 B.C. It seems feasible then that
this triple conjunction followed by the massing of the three planets in Pisces could
indicate to the magi that a King of Israel and a Ruler of the Universe was about to
be born in Israel.
While this seems to wrap things up rather nicely, there are significant problems.
First, Jupiter and Saturn never were close enough to be confused as a single
object. Matthew definitely describes a singular star. Perhaps more importantly,
the use of astrology is necessary to interpret these astronomical signs properly.
The Old Testament, particularly, mocks astrologers in Isaiah 47:13-15 and several
times in Daniel (1:20, 2:27, 4:7, and 5:7). Jeremiah 10:1-2 seems to forbid
astrology outright. The use of astrology is clearly outside the worldview of
Matthew as he penned his gospel. It seems woefully inconsistent for the Lord to
use astrology to herald the incarnation and birth of His Son into the world.

Was the Star of Bethlehem the Planet Jupiter?
In this discussion, I have considered a nova, a comet, and a triple conjunction of

the planets Jupiter and Saturn as the Star of Bethlehem between 7 and 4 B.C.,
and none have seemed to be satisfactory. In 1991, Ernest Martin published a book
titled, The Star That Astonished the World. His major thesis is that Herod died in
1 B.C. and not 4 B.C. If 4 B.C. is the wrong date for Herod’s death, then
everything must be reevaluated.
While there are many lines of evidence that Martin uses to make his point, a
critical issue is a lunar eclipse that occurred just prior to Herod’s death.
According to the Jewish historian, Flavius Josephus, on the night of a lunar
eclipse, Herod executed two rabbis. Herod himself died soon afterwards, just
before Passover. Martin points out that the lunar eclipse of March 13, 4 B.C., was
only a 40% partial eclipse and barely visible. Also he reconstructs the events
between the eclipse and Herod’s death, about 4 weeks, and determines there was
not enough time for all these things to take place. However, Martin has located a
total lunar eclipse on January 10, 1 B.C., twelve and a half weeks prior to
Passover.
If we assume that Martin’s date for the death of Herod is correct, then the years 3
and 2 B.C. can be added to the search parameters for the Star of Bethlehem.
Martin points out that the planet Jupiter passes through a series of conjunctions
over the course of these two years indicating that Jupiter is the star of Bethlehem.
Remember that Jupiter is considered the royal star. Well, in 3 B.C., Jupiter came
into conjunction with Regulus, the star of kingship, the brightest star in the
constellation of Leo, the first of several such conjunctions over the next year. Leo
was the constellation of kings, and it was also closely associated by some with the
Lion of Judah. This is beginning to look interesting. “The royal planet approached
the royal star in the royal constellation representing Israel.”(1) In addition, on
September 11, 3 B.C., Jupiter was not only very close to Regulus, but the sun was
in the constellation Virgo. Hmmm, the royal planet in conjunction with the royal
star while the sun is in a virgin. September 11, 3 B.C., is also the beginning of the
Jewish New Year. There seems to be an awful lot coming together here.

But what about the star appearing to stop over Bethlehem? Planets will actually
appear to do just that as they reach the opposite point in the sky from the sun as
they travel east across the sky. They will stop, reverse directions for a few weeks,
stop again, and head east once again. It’s called a retrograde loop. Jupiter
performed a retrograde loop in 2 B.C. and was stationary on December 25, during
Hanukkah, the season of giving presents.
Just in case you are ready to proclaim the mystery of the Star of Bethlehem
solved, remember that this whole scenario rests on Herod dying in 1 B.C. rather
than in 4 B.C. The majority of historians and biblical historians can’t accept this
critical revision. If Herod indeed died in 4 B.C., all of these coincidences I just
reviewed are just that, coincidences. Also, as I mentioned earlier, the use of
astrological meanings is contrary to the worldview of Matthew. There is another
option that has become very popular, and I’ll discuss it next.

The Shekinah Glory as the Star of Bethlehem
So far in this essay, I have discussed several naturalistic explanations for the Star
of Bethlehem: a nova or exploding star, a comet, a triple conjunction of the
planets Jupiter and Saturn in 7 B.C., and the planet Jupiter as it traveled in the
constellation Leo in 3-2 B.C. Each of these astronomical events represents a
natural occurrence that God used to announce the birth of His Son. One of the
major problems has been that in order to interpret any of these signs, one would
have to use astrological meanings for these events and their locations in the night
sky to reach the conclusion that a new King of the Jews has been born–something
that is foreign to the biblical worldview. Perhaps there was a physical “star” that
gave off real light but indeed was new but not reflected by any astronomical
event.
Remember that Jesus’ birth was the ultimate coming of the presence of God in the
midst of His people. How was God’s presence manifested elsewhere in the Bible?

Moses saw a burning bush that was not consumed and God spoke to him from the
bush. Again in Exodus, Moses was allowed to see God’s backside and afterwards
his face shone with light so bright that the other Israelites could not look on his
face. The Israelites were led through the desert by a cloud by day and a pillar of
fire by night. When Jesus was transfigured He shone with a light as bright as the
sun. When Jesus appeared to Saul on the road to Damascus, Saul was blinded by
the light which the others with him saw as well. When God was imminently
present, a bright light was associated with His presence.
The Shekinah Glory denotes the visible presence of God. This presence was real,
and the physical manifestation was real. Remember that Saul was blinded by the
light. The Lord often announces His presence by a very physical manifestation of
bright light. What better way to announce the coming of Jesus, God’s Son, the
second Person of the Trinity than by a special light that is not some mere
improbable astronomical event, rather an expression of the Shekinah glory, God’s
divine presence among men?
Astronomer Sherm Kanagy and theologian Ken Boa advance this thesis in their as
yet unpublished manuscript, Star of the Magi. One of their strong emphases is the
necessity to try to interpret the text of Matthew from first century Jewish
perspective. They reject the idea that any astrological meaning could have been
on Matthew’s mind concerning this star. It is certainly fair to wonder, therefore,
what this star was and how the magi interpreted it as a star signifying the birth of
the King of the Jews. Kanagy and Boa reveal that Kepler concluded that the star
was not some astronomical event and was a light that appeared in the lower
atmosphere and therefore was not visible to everyone. But how did the magi
interpret the star? This admittedly is the weakest part of the interpretation. The
text gives no real hints. Magi were simply wise men of the east, not necessarily
astrologers. They were Gentiles whose presence in the context of Matthew’s
Messianic gospel hints at the eventual spread of the gospel beyond the Jews. But
how did they know what the star meant? We can only assume there was selective
revelation. Only Paul understood the voice from the light, though all who were

with him saw the light. Only Moses was allowed up on Mt. Sinai to receive the
Law. Only Peter, James, and John were present at the transfiguration, and they
were told to keep it to themselves until Jesus rose from the dead. Manifestations
of God’s presence with men often were accompanied by selective revelation.
Perhaps the meaning of the “star” was only revealed to the magi though others
could actually see the “star.”
Well, what was it, an astronomical event or the Shekinah Glory, manifesting God’s
presence among men? In my mind the mystery remains. Perhaps that is how God
intends it to be.
© 1999 Probe Ministries

Making a Defense
Rick Wade

Rick Wade explores the meaning of the word “defense” in 1 Peter 3:15,
suggesting that all Christians can do what Peter is urging us to do in defending
our faith.

Introduction
Apologetics has grown into a very involved discipline over the last two millennia.

From the beginning, Christians have sought to answer challenges to their claims
about Jesus and complaints and questions about how they lived. Those challenges
have changed over the years, and apologetics has become a much more
sophisticated endeavor than it was in the first century.
The Scripture passage most often used to justify apologetics is 1
Peter 3:15: “In your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy, always
being prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a
reason for the hope that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and
respect.” This verse is probably used so often because it sounds
like marching orders. Other Scriptures show us defense in action; this one tells us
to do it.
The word translated “defense” here is apologia which is a term taken from the
legal world to refer to the defense a person gave in court. It is one of several
words used in Scripture that carry legal connotations. Some others are witness,
testify and testimony, evidence, persuade, and accuse.
Something that scholars have noticed about Scripture is the presence of a kind of
trial motif in both Old and New Testaments, what one New Testament scholar
calls the “cosmic trial motif.”{1} There is a trial of sorts with God on one side and
the fallen world on the other. The use of legal terminology isn’t merely
coincidental.
Think about the arguments you’ve heard presented by apologists that are
philosophical or scientific or historical. The core issue of apologetics is generally
thought as being truth.{2} While all this fits with what Peter had in mind, I
believe there was something deeper and wider behind his exhortation.
In short, I think Peter was concerned with two things: faithfulness and speaking
up for Christ. He wanted Christians to acknowledge and not deny Christ. And, as
we’ll see later, Jesus said demands for a defense were to be seen as opportunities
to bear witness. Defense in the New Testament doesn’t function separately from

proclaiming the gospel.

The Old Testament Background
As I noted earlier, there is a kind of cosmic trial motif running through Scripture,
or what we might call a “forensic theme,” which provides a background for
understanding Peter’s exhortation. One thing that will help us think about defense
and witness in the New Testament is to look at the trial motif in the Old
Testament.
Bible scholar A. A. Trites notes the frequency with which one encounters lawsuits
or controversy addressed in a legal manner in the Old Testament such as in the
book of Job and in the prophets. On occasions of legal controversy, witnesses
were the primary way of proving one’s case. They were not expected to be
“merely objective informants,” as we might expect today.{3} The parties involved
“serve both as witnesses and as advocates,” Trites says. “It is the task of the
witnesses not only to attest the facts but also to convince the opposite side of the
truth of them (Isaiah 41:21-4, 26; 43:9; 51:22; cf. Gen. 38:24-6).”{4}
Especially notable in the Old Testament is the controversy between Yahweh and
the pagan gods, represented by the other nations, recorded in Isaiah chapters
40-55. “The debate is over the claims of Yahweh as Creator, the only true God and
the Lord of history (40:25-31; 44:6-8; 45:8-11, 21),” says Trites.{5} Yahweh
brings charges and calls the nations to present their witnesses, and then calls
Israel to be His witness. A representative passage, which I’ll leave you to look up
for yourself, is Isa. 43:9-12.
Since the other nations have nothing to support their case on behalf of their gods,
they lose by default. By contrast, Israel has witnessed the work and character of
Yahweh.

The New Testament: John and Luke
As I continue to set the context for understanding 1 Peter 3:15, I turn now to look
at defense in the New Testament.
The apostles had a special role to fulfill in the proclamation of the gospel because
they were eyewitnesses to the events of Jesus’ life. Trites says that they “were to
be Christ’s advocates, serving in much the same way that the witnesses for the
defendant served in the Old Testament legal assembly.”{6} Beyond giving the
facts, they announced that Jesus is Lord of all and God’s appointed judge, and
they called people to believe (see Acts 10:36; cf. 2:36-40; 20:21).{7}
I spoke above about the controversy recorded in Isaiah 40-55 between Yahweh
and the nations and their gods. This “lawsuit” continues in the Gospels in the
conflict between Jesus and the Jews. New Testament scholar Richard Bauckham
writes, “It is this lawsuit that the Gospel of John sees taking place in the history of
Jesus, as the one true God demonstrates His deity in controversy with the claims
of the world.”{8} Multiple witnesses are brought forth in John’s Gospel. In
chapter 5 alone Jesus names His own works, John the Baptist, God the Father,
and the Old Testament. And there are others, for example the Samaritan woman
in chapter 4, and the crowd who witnessed the raising of Lazarus in chapter 12.
This witness extends beyond simply stating the facts. As in the Old Testament,
testimony is intended to convince listeners to believe. The purpose of John’s
Gospel was to lead people to belief in Christ (20:30-31).
The concept of witness is important for Luke as well; obviously so in the book of
Acts, but also in his Gospel. In Luke 24 we read where Jesus told His disciples,
“Thus it is written, that the Christ should suffer and on the third day rise from the
dead, and that repentance and forgiveness of sins should be proclaimed in his
name to all nations, beginning from Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things.
And behold, I am sending the promise of my Father upon you. But stay in the city

until you are clothed with power from on high” (24:45-49). Here we have a set of
events, a group of witnesses, and the empowerment of the Spirit.

The New Testament: Luke and Paul
It was a dangerous thing to be a Christian in the first century, just as it is in some
parts of the world today. Jesus warned His disciples, “they will lay their hands on
you and persecute you, delivering you up to the synagogues and prisons.” Listen
to what He says next: “This will be your opportunity to bear witness. Settle it
therefore in your minds not to meditate beforehand how to answer” (Lk.
21:12-14). “How to answer” is the word apologia, the one Peter uses for “make a
defense” in 1 Peter 3:15.
It’s important to keep the central point of this passage in Luke in view. What
Jesus desired first of all were faithful witnesses. The apostles would face hostility
as He did, and when challenged to explain themselves they were not to fear men
but God, to confess Christ and not deny Him. This warning is echoed in 1 Peter
3:14-15. Jesus’ disciples would be called upon to defend their actions or their
teachings, but their main purpose was to speak on behalf of Christ. Furthermore,
they shouldn’t be anxious about what they would say, for the Spirit would give
them the words (Lk. 12:12; 21:15). This isn’t to say they shouldn’t learn anything;
Jesus spent a lot of time teaching His followers. It simply means that the Spirit
would take such opportunities to deliver the message He wanted to deliver.
Witness and defense were the theme of Paul’s ministry. He said that Jesus
appointed him to be a witness for Christ (Acts 22:15; 26:16; see also 23:11). As he
traveled about, preaching the gospel, he was called upon to defend himself before
the Jews in Jerusalem (Acts 22 and 23), before the governor, Felix, in Caesarea
(chap. 24), and before King Agrippa (chap. 26).
Toward the end of his life when he was imprisoned in Rome, Paul told the church
in Philippi, “I am put here for the defense of the gospel (1:16; cf. v.7). That claim

is in the middle of a paragraph about preaching Christ (Phil. 1:15-18).
In obedience to Jesus, Paul was faithful to confess and not deny. Although he was
called upon to defend himself or his actions, he almost always turned the
opportunity into a defense and proclamation of the gospel.

1 Peter
Finally I come to 1 Peter 3:15. What is the significance of what I’ve said about the
trial motif in Scripture for this verse?
A key theme in 1 Peter is a proper response to persecution. Christians were
starting to suffer for their faith (3:8-4:2). Peter encouraged them to stand firm as
our Savior did who himself “suffered in the flesh,” as Peter wrote (4:1).
After exhorting his readers to “turn away from evil and do good” (1 Pet. 3:11),
Peter says,
Now who is there to harm you if you are zealous for what is good? But even if
you should suffer for righteousness’ sake, you will be blessed. Have no fear of
them, nor be troubled, but in your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy, always
being prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the
hope that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and respect, having a good
conscience, so that, when you are slandered, those who revile your good
behavior in Christ may be put to shame (3:13-16).
The main point of this passage is faithfulness: faithfulness in righteous living, and
faithfulness in honoring Christ and speaking up when challenged.
So how does the idea of witness fit in here? I submit that Peter would have
remembered Jesus’ instructions to turn demands for a defense into opportunities
to bear witness. Remember Luke 21:13? Peter did this himself. When he and John

were called before Caiaphas, as we read in Acts 4 and 5, rather than deny Jesus
as he did when Jesus was on trial (Mk. 14:66-72), Peter faithfully proclaimed
Christ not once but twice. The second time he said, “We must obey God rather
than men,” and then he laid out the gospel message (Acts 5:27-32; see also
4:5-22).
Sometimes I hear apologists talking about how to put apologetics and evangelism
together. While there may be a conceptual distinction between the two, they are
both aspects of the one big task of bearing witness for Jesus. The trajectory of our
engagement with unbelief ought always to be the proclamation of the gospel even
if we can’t always get there. As Paul said in 1 Cor. 2:5, our faith rests properly in
Christ and the message of the cross, not in the strength of an argument.
Defense and witness are the responsibility of all of us. If that seems rather scary,
remember that we’re promised, in Luke 12:12, the enabling of the Spirit to give
us the words we need.
Notes
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The Qur’an From a Christian
Perspective
Steve Cable

Steve Cable provides a biblical understanding of Islam’s holy book, drawing on
James White’s book What Every Christian Needs to Know About the Qur’an {1}.
Christians interacting with Muslims will benefit from a basic understanding of the
development and the teaching of the Qur’an.

Introduction and Background

Beginning with the basics, we need to understand how the Qur’an came into our
possession and how it is viewed by most Muslims. The founder of Islam,
Muhammad, was born in Mecca around AD 570 and began to receive instruction
leading to the religion of Islam at the age of 40 in AD 610. “The classical belief is
that while [the Qur’an’s] entirety was “sent down” in one night, the Night of
Power, but Muhammad himself received it piecemeal over twenty-two years.”{2}
Muhammad did not receive a written version as Joseph Smith claimed to have
received for the Book of Mormon. Rather he memorized what was told him by the
Angel Gabriel and passed it on to certain followers.
The popular Muslim belief is summarized in a recent guide to Islam as follows:
“The Qur’an is the literal word of God, which He revealed to His Prophet
Muhammad through the Angel Gabriel. It was memorized by Muhammad, who
then dictated it to his Companions. They, in turn, memorized it, wrote it down,
and reviewed it with the Prophet Muhammad. . . . Not one letter of the Qur’an has
been changed over the centuries.”{3}
“From the position of Sunni Islamic orthodoxy, the Qur’an is as eternal as Allah
himself. It is the very Word of God, without even the slightest imperfection. The
finger of man has no place in it, as the book held reverently in the hand today is
an exact copy of a tablet in heaven upon which the Qur’an has been written from
eternity past.”{4}
How this view holds up to a critical review of the history of Muhammad and the
early days of Islam following his death will be addressed later in this document.
For now it is important to understand that to a devout Muslim, the Qur’an in its
original Arabic is above analysis and above question, for it is a matter of faith that
it has been perfectly transmitted and maintained. Note the Qur’an exists only in
Arabic. Even though most Muslims depend upon a translation for their access to
the teachings of the Qur’an, Muslims still would say the Qur’an itself is not
translatable and the public prayers must also be done in Arabic.

It is interesting to realize that the Qur’an in multiple places states that Allah “sent
down the Torah and the Gospel” as works that serve as guidance to mankind. One
cannot help but wonder, why God would send down the Torah and the Gospels
when the Qur’an existed from eternity past and according to Muslim thought
supersedes and corrects misconceptions men developed from reading these
earlier texts. Why didn’t God protect the Gospels in the same way as the Qur’an?
In what follows, we will look at where teachings of the Qur’an are counter to the
truth of the Bible and to the historical facts. We will also consider how the current
Qur’an came into existence, asking why the creator of the world would pass down
his truth in such an uncontrolled fashion.

The Qur’an and Biblical Beliefs
Most Muslims, if they know anything about Christianity, will point to three
primary problems with our faith:
1. the Trinity,
2. the resurrection of Jesus, and
3. the corruption of the Scriptures.
Is there anything taught in the Qur’an that causes them to reject the Christian
concept of trinity?
In his book, James White describes the key Islamic belief in this way, “Ask any
sincere follower what defines Islam, and they will answer quickly tawhid, the
oneness of Allah, as expressed in Islam’s great confession, “I profess that there is
only one God worthy of worship and Muhammad is His messenger.” . . . Without
tawhid, you have no Islam.”{5}
Interestingly, the word tawhid in that form does not appear in the Qur’an just as
the word trinity does not appear in the Bible. They are words to describe a

concept clearly taught in those two books. The difference between these two
words is a major difference between these religions. The Islamic concept of
tawhid is that Allah has only and can only exist in one form, the creator of the
universe. The Christian understanding is that the one God is expressed in three
ways or persons, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. All the persons of God
were involved in the creation of this universe and reflect the full nature of God.
The Bible is very clear that the Trinity is one God as shown for example in 1
Corinthians 8:4, 6:
“There is no God but one . . . for us there is but one God, the Father, from
whom are all things and we exist for Him; and one Lord, Jesus Christ, by
whom are all things, and we exist through Him.”
In Islam, the most feared of all sins is called shirk, associating anyone, or
anything with Allah. A person who dies in this state of idolatry cannot be forgiven.
In Islamic thought, Allah is free to forgive any other sin if he so desires, but he
will not forgive anyone who dies in idolatry.
This teaching causes the Trinity to become an unforgivable sin for Christians.
“Many Muslims believe that the doctrine of the Trinity and, in particular, the
worship of Jesus is an (unforgivable) act of shirk. This has led many of them to
conclude that Christians, as a group, are bound for hell.”{6}
The Qur’an attempts to address the Trinity but does it show knowledge of the
concept so that the criticisms offered are accurate and meaningful? “The reason
for the question is self-evident: If the Qur’an is the very words of Allah without
admixture of man’s insights or thoughts, then it would follow inevitably that its
representations will be perfectly accurate and its arguments compelling.”{7}
What does the Qur’an say about the Trinity? First, it holds up monotheism as the
correction for the false Christian claim of the “three.” By holding to this concept
of the “three,” Christians are actually polytheists, denying that God is one. The
author of the Qur’an does not understand that Christians are saying there is one

God who manifests in three distinct forms or persons, the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit. But the misunderstanding goes much further than this. The Qur’an is
very clear that the “three” are the Father, the Son, and Mary. As stated in Surah
5:116,
And when Allah said: “O Jesus son of Mary! Did you say to mankind: ‘Take me
and my mother for two gods other than Allah?’” He said: “Transcendent are
you! It was not mine to say that of which I had no right. . .”
And this view is reiterated in the Islamic commentaries, the hadith. “Nothing in
the Qur’anic text actually addresses the essence of Christian faith, even though it
is painfully clear the author thought he was doing so.”{8}
White believes this distinction helps us respond to the oft-asked question, “Is
Allah the same god as Yahweh?” Although Muslims make reference to the one
God of Abraham, they deny the witness of the incarnation and the resurrection.
Thus denying the entirety of the Christian faith. “If worship is an act of truth, then
Muslims and Christians are not worshiping the same object. We do not worship
the same God.”{9}
So, we see the Qur’an misrepresents the Christian doctrine of the Trinity and
relegates Allah to a lower status than omnipotent God by declaring that Allah is
not capable of appearing in multiple forms.

The Qur’an, Jesus and Salvation
As we consider what Muslims are taught in the Qur’an, we next look at the second
stumbling block in their view of Christianity: the crucifixion and resurrection of
Jesus Christ the Son of God.
The Qur’an has quite a bit to say about Jesus as a prophet of God, specifically
stating He was not God and was not crucified. The name of Jesus appears 25

times in the Qur’an, almost always as Isa ibn Mariam, i.e. Jesus the son of Mary.
Jesus is presented as the result of a miraculous virgin birth. In the Qur’an, Surah
3:47, it is written, “She said, My Lord! How can I have a child, when no man has
touched me? He replied, “such is the will of Allah. He creates what He will. When
He decrees a thing He only says: ‘Be!’ and it is.”{10}
The question of how Jesus came to be is an important topic for comparison. First,
we see the Qur’an says that Allah created Jesus by declaring His existence and
having Him born of a virgin. Second, we understand that the author of the Qur’an
believed Christians teach that Jesus came into being as the child of a physical,
sexual union between God and Mary. Third, Christianity actually teaches that
Jesus was the preexistent creator of the universe (John 1:1-3, Colossians 1:16-17),
always and fully God, who became fully man being born of a virgin. Note that the
primary difference between the Qur’an’s view of Jesus’ birth and a biblical view of
Jesus’ birth is not the role of Mary, but rather the Qur’an says that Jesus was
created at His human conception and the Bible clearly states that Jesus is eternal
and was not created but rather took on a new form at his birth:
Although He existed in the form of God, did not regard equality with God a
thing to be grasped, but emptied Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant,
and being made in the likeness of men. Being found in appearance as a man,
He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death
on a cross. (Philippians 2:6-8)
The words attributed to Jesus in the Qur’an, beginning with words spoken from
the crib, are not found in any source from the 1st through 5th centuries. “But the
Muslim understanding is that no such historical foundation is needed for lengthy
portions of narrative for its words to be true. This is the Qur’an. It has been
preserved. For the large majority, that ends the discussion, even when the same
believers will then embrace historical criticism to question the value of His words
in the Gospels.”{11}

When it comes to the cross, the Qur’an stands firmly and inalterably against the
mass of historical evidence and the almost universal view of the populace of
itsday. This Qur’anic view is not sprinkled throughout the teaching, but rather
appears in only one verse, namely Surah 4:157—
“They slew him not, nor crucified him, but it appeared so to them; and those
who disagree concerning it are in doubt thereof; they have no knowledge of it
except the pursuit of a conjecture; [but] certainly they slew him not. But Allah
raised him up to Himself.”
This verse stands alone in the Qur’an and surprisingly without commentary in the
hadith literature as well. This verse, written six hundred years after the events, in
a place far removed from Jerusalem, takes a position counter to the gospel texts
from the first century and counter to six centuries of Christian teaching. In more
recent times, various Muslim apologists have surmised various tales to build upon
this one verse. For example, some Muslims believe that someone else died on the
cross and Jesus fled to India to continue his ministry there.{12} Regardless of
what unsubstantiated fairy tales one conjures up to support its claim, this verse is
based on no historical knowledge of the events surrounding the death and
resurrection of Jesus.
“This suggests the author did not have even the slightest knowledge of the
centrality of God’s redeeming act in Christ on the cross. . . The Qur’an places
itself, and all who would believe in it, in direct opposition not only to the Gospels
but also everything history itself says on the subject. The question must be asked:
Who, truly, is following mere conjecture here? Those who were eyewitnesses on
the Hill of the Skull outside Jerusalem? Or the author of the Qur’an, more than
half a millennium later?”{13}
Without the cross, salvation in the Qur’an comes through an unknowable mixture
of predestination, good works, and the capricious will of Allah. “In Islam,
forgiveness is an impersonal act of arbitrary divine power. In Christianity,

forgiveness is a personal act of purposeful and powerful yet completely just divine
grace.”{14}
One cannot attribute these differences between the Qur’an and the New
Testament to a minor corruption of the biblical text as they reflect the core
themes of these books.

Corrupting the Gospels
As discussed above, most Muslims have been taught there are three primary
problems with our faith: the Trinity, the resurrection of Jesus, and the corruption
of the scripture. We have dealt with the Trinity and the resurrection of Jesus. Now
let us turn to the corruption of scripture.
Most Muslims will affirm to you that the Christian scriptures cannot be relied
upon because they have been changed and corrupted over the years and do not
reflect the true message of Jesus. But is this affirmation what is taught by the
Qur’an, and does it have any basis other than hearsay?
The Qur’an is very clear that the messages sent to the prophets of the Bible are to
be believed. For example, Surah 3:84 says, “We believe in Allah . . . and that
which was sent down to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the tribes;
and that which was given to Moses and Jesus and the Prophets from their Lord.
We make no distinction between any of them, and to Him we have surrendered.”
Or as stated in a hadith, “Therefore, faithful Muslims believe in every Prophet
whom Allah has sent and in every Book He revealed, and never disbelieve in any
of them.”{15}
Very clearly, the Qur’an states that what was given to the Old Testament prophets
and to Jesus was the truth of God. It is not just the prophets themselves who were
from the Lord, for the Qur’an states that Allah “sent down the Torah and the
Gospel” as works that serve as “guidance to mankind.” If this is the case, why do

Muslims not interpret the Qur’an in light of the truth from the Gospels, assuming
that Allah’s truth never changes?
In contrast, it is a virtual pillar of Islamic orthodoxy to hold that the Bible has
undergone significant revisions so much as to make them totally unreliable and
thus, useless to a modern day Muslim. As James White puts it, “Muslims around
the world are taught that the Jews and the Christians altered their Scriptures,
though there is no agreement as to when this took place. If anything unites
Islamic apologists, it is the persistent assertion of Qur’anic perfection in contrast
to the corrupted nature of the Bible, particularly the New Testament.”{16}
This position certainly makes sense from a human perspective. For if one takes
the position presented by the Qur’an that we are to believe every word of the
Bible, then the huge differences between the theology of the New Testament and
the theology of the Qur’an leave one little choice: either reject the Qur’an as not
from God, or assume that all of the differences are the result of some massive
corruption of the message of the Bible. The normal assumption taught to Muslims
today is this corruption happened early on, perhaps even with the apostle Paul.
However, the preponderance of verses in the Qur’an which address this issue
point to the corruption as being a distortion of the meaning (not the words) of the
text. One example is found in Surah 3:78, “And there is a party of them who
distort the Book with their tongues, that you may think that what they say is from
the Book, when it is not from the Book.” As White observes, “We must conclude
that the now predominant claim of the biblical texts themselves, having
undergone major alteration and corruption, is a later polemical and theological
perspective not required by the Qur’anic text itself. It comes not from the positive
teachings of Muhammad but through the unalterable fact of the Qur’anic author’s
unfamiliarity with the actual biblical text.”{17}
As noted by a Christian, Al-Kindi, writing to a Muslim around AD 820, “The
situation is plain enough; you witness to the truth of our text—then again you

contradict the witness you bear and allege that we have corrupted it; this is the
height of folly.”{18}
In Surah 5:47, we are urged as Christians to judge by what Allah has revealed in
the Gospels. If this admonition has any meaning at all, it must assume that
Christians had access to a valid gospel in the 7 th century during the life of
Muhammad. What Christians had as the Gospels in the 7th century is what we
have as the Gospels today. In fact, “each canonical gospel we read today we can
document to have existed in that very form three centuries before Muhammad’s
ministry. A Christian judging Muhammad’s claims by the New Testament and
finding that he was ignorant of the teachings of the apostles, ignorant of the
cross, the resurrection . . . and meaning of the gospel itself, is simply doing what
the Qur’an commands us to do in this text.”{19}
Thus, while modern Muslims claim the Bible is corrupt and unreliable, the Qur’an
appears to teach that the scriptures available to Jews and Christians during
Muhammad’s day were correct and should be followed; as long as one did not
reinterpret the meaning into something that was not really said. However, doing
so would lead one to the conclusion that the Qur’an was written by someone who
was not knowledgeable concerning Jewish and Christian scripture.

The Perfection of the Qur’an
As noted earlier, one of the primary objections Muslims voice toward Christianity
is their belief that our Scriptures have been changed and corrupted while the
Qur’an in Arabic is exactly the words given to Muhammad fourteen hundred years
ago. Does this belief stand up to impartial scrutiny?
The modern Muslim view of the Qur’an does not allow for the critical examination
of sources and variations as has been done for the New Testament. Many bible
scholars such as Dallas Theological Seminary professor, Daniel Wallace{20},

point out that the large number of ancient manuscripts from different locations
and times give us a richness of sources allowing us to identify the original text of
the Christian New Testament with a high degree of confidence. Muslims on the
other hand are relying on a specific follower, Uthman the third Caliph, who was
purported to have assimilated the correct version and to have ordered the
destruction of all other versions.
If the Qur’an is a perfect representation of the message from Allah, what accounts
for the differences in multiple accounts of the same story recorded in the Qur’an?
For example, four different Surahs contain the story of Lot in Sodom. Each
recounting of the story is different from the others even when quoting what Lot
said to the Sodomites. Thus we have Muslims pointing to differences in accounts
among the Gospels but ignoring accounts of the same events throughout the
Qur’an which differ in detail, order, and content.
When we find this type of variation in the Gospels, we recognize that each gospel
was written by a different author with a different perspective inspired by the Holy
Spirit. But if the Qur’an was preexistent in heaven and given to one man by one
angel, one would not expect these types of variants. But as James White notes,
“We could provide numerous examples of parallel passages all illustrating with
clarity that the serious Muslim exegete must face the reality that the Qur’anic text
requires exegesis and harmonization.”{21}
In addition to these troubling passages recounting different versions of the same
events, we also find legendary stories about the life of Jesus which do not appear
in any of the known accounts from the first century. White points out, “The
Qur’an fails to make any differentiation between what is clearly legendary in
character and what is based on the Hebrew or the Christian Scriptures. Stories
that developed centuries after the events they pretend to describe are coupled
directly with historically based accounts that carry serious weight and truth
content. . . . This kind of fantastic legendary material is hardly the kind of source
that can be trusted, and yet the Qur’an’s author shows not the slightest

understanding of its nature and combines them with historical materials.”{22}
In addition to the inconsistencies in retelling stories and the incorporation of
legends generated centuries after the actual events, we also should consider
whether the current Qur’an is the perfectly accurate version of the earliest
version supposedly shared verbally by Muhammad with certain followers. The
common Islamic claims are strong and clear:
“The Qur’an is the literal word of God, which He revealed to His Prophet
Muhammad through the Angel Gabriel. It was memorized by Muhammad, who
then dictated it to his Companions. They, in turn memorized it, wrote it down, and
reviewed it with the Prophet Muhammad . . . Not one letter of the Qur’an has
been changed over the centuries.”{23}
“It is a miracle of the Qur’an that no change has occurred in a single word, a
single [letter of the] alphabet, a single punctuation mark, or a single diacritical
mark in the text of the Qur’an during the last fourteen centuries.”{24}
Interestingly, the hadiths give us early insight into one view of how the written
Qur’an was collected and who was involved. At the time Muhammad died, there
was no written version of the Qur’an. It was carried about in the minds of a set of
men called the Qurra, each of whom had memorized at least a portion of the
Qur’an. However, a number of these Qurra were being killed in battles, raising
the prospect that a significant portion of the Qur’an might be lost. According to
one hadith, Zaid bin Thabit undertook the task of collecting a written version.
“To many outside the Muslim faith, the Qur’an’s organization looks tremendously
haphazard and even Islamic literature notes how one surah can contain materials
Muhammad gave at very different times in his life. Many Muslims assume
Muhammad was behind this organization, but there is little reason to believe it.
Zaid and his committee are far more likely to have been responsible.”{25}
Eighteen years later the third Caliph, Uthman, charged Zaid and others with

rewriting the manuscripts in perfect copies. In the process of doing this, Zaid
reportedly found at least two more passages that he had missed in his earlier
compilation. Once this was accomplished, “Uthman sent to every Muslim province
one copy of what they had copied, and ordered that all the other Qur’anic
materials, whether written in fragmentary manuscripts or whole copies, be
burnt.”{26}
Not every scholar agrees that this story from a hadith is accurate and many
suggest a much later date after AD 705 for the compilation of the Qur’an we find
today. Whether it was Uthman or some later compilation effort, since the eighth
century, we have had a fairly stable text for the Qur’an with few variants.
“Muslims see this as a great advantage, even an example of divine inspiration and
preservation. In reality, just the opposite is the case. When a text has a major
interruption in transmission, one’s certainty of being able to obtain the original
text becomes limited to the materials that escape the revisionist pen. For the
Muslim, Uthman had to get it right, because if he was wrong, there is little hope
of ever undoing his work.”{27}
Al-Kindi, the Christian apologist writing around AD 820, had much to say on the
formation of the Qur’an. He records that multiple versions were collated during
the time of Uthman stating, “One man, then, read one version of the Qur’an, his
neighbor another, and differed. One man said to his neighbor: “My text is better
than yours,” while his neighbor defended his own. So additions and losses came
about and falsification of the text.”{28} According to Al-Kindi, this situation
caused Uthman to take his action while his rivals, such as Ali (Muhammad’s
cousin and the 4th Caliph), created and kept their own manuscripts. Al-Kindi listed
alterations and changes made to the earlier documents in creating Uthman’s
version. One of the reasons Al-Kindi had access to this type of information was the
open warfare between the Sunnis and the Shiites, led to charges and
countercharges of corruption.
Al-Kindi concludes his discussion stating, “You know what happened between Ali,

Abu Bakr, Umar and Uthman, how they hated each other and quarreled and
corrupted the text; how each one tried to oppose his neighbor and to refute what
he (had) said. Pray, how are we to know which is the true text, and how shall we
distinguish it from the false?”{29}
As White states, “It is self-evident that no matter how stable or even primitive the
Uhtmanic tradition is, it is not the only stream that can claim direct connection to
Muhammad and the primitive period of Qur’anic compilation. The greatest
concern for any follower of Muhammad should be what he said (or what he
received from the Angel Gabriel), not what an uninspired Caliph later thought he
should have said.”{30}
The study of manuscripts shows beyond all possible question that the Qur’an was
neither written down in perfection in the days of Muhammad, nor was it never
altered or changed in its transmission.
White concludes his study with this thought, “When we obey the command of
Surah 5:4 and test Muhammad’s claims in the light of the gospel, of history, and
of consistency and truthfulness, we find him, and the Qur’an to fail these tests.
The Qur’an is not a further revelation of the God who revealed Himself in Jesus
Christ. The author of the Qur’an did not understand the gospel, did not
understand the Christian faith, and as such cannot stand in the line of Moses to
Jesus to Muhammad that he claimed.”{31}
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Spiritual Warfare – Applying A
Biblical Worldview Perspective
Kerby Anderson

Kerby Anderson provides a concise, biblical worldview perspective
on the important topic of spiritual warfare. Every Christian needs
to understand that our battle is against spiritual forces not against
other humans, who need Christ. He gives us practical advice on
understanding our spiritual weapons and applying them to take on
the forces of Satan in this world.

Spiritual Warfare
Lots of books have been written about spiritual warfare. Most of them share
anecdotes and experiences of the authors or the people they to whom they have
ministered. In this article I merely want to answer the question, what is a biblical

point of view on spiritual warfare? (For more information on this topic, see Kerby
Anderson, A Biblical Point of View on Spiritual Warfare (Eugene, OR: Harvest
House, 2009).
Spiritual warfare affects everyone. In fact, the day someone becomes a
Christian, they are already involved in spiritual warfare. There is no place you can
escape from this warfare. There are no “safe zones” or “secure bunkers” where
you can hide.
Sadly, many Christians do not even know there is a spiritual war taking place
around them. They may even become a spiritual casualty and never understand
what has happened to them.
So many Christians have become mortally wounded in the spiritual conflict that
takes place around them. They may be so emotionally spent or spiritually dead
that they are essentially no longer of any use to God.
Others may have less serious wounds from this spiritual conflict, but are still
affected by the battle. They still go about the Christian life but are not as effective
as they could be because of the “battle scars” they carry with them.
Jesus never promised that the Christian life would be easy. In fact, He actually
warned us of the opposite. He says in John 16:33 that “in this world you will have
trouble.”
Anyone who takes even a brief look at the history of Christianity knows that is
true. Jesus was beaten and crucified. Most of the disciples died martyrs deaths.
Millions of Christians were persecuted throughout history.
Christians today suffer persecution in many lands, and all of us wake up to a
spiritual battle every day. That is why we need to be prepared for battle.
So where does this battle take place? Actually the Bible teaches that spiritual

warfare takes place in various places in heaven and on earth.
First, we should remember that God dwells above in the heavens. Psalm 8:1 says
that God has displayed His splendor above the heavens. Psalm 108:4-5 says God’s
lovingkindness is great above the heavens and that He is exalted above the
heavens.
The Bible also talks about the battle in the heavens. When a passage in Scripture
talks about heaven, it may be referring to one of three places: (1) The first heaven
is what we would call the atmosphere, (2) The second heaven is where the angels
fly and do battle (Revelation 12:4-12; 14:6-7), and (3) the third heaven is also
called “Paradise” and is what Paul describes in 2 Corinthians 12: 2-4:
I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago—whether in the body I do
not know, or out of the body I do not know, God knows—such a man was
caught up to the third heaven. And I know how such a man—whether in the
body or apart from the body I do not know, God knows—was caught up into
Paradise and heard inexpressible words, which a man is not permitted to
speak.
Spiritual warfare also takes place below the heavens and on earth. This occurs on
the face of the earth (Genesis 6:1; Acts 17:26) where Satan prowls like a roaring
lion (1 Peter 5:8). And it will also take place in hell and the bottomless pit
(Revelation 9:1-2; 20:1-3) and at the Lake of Fire (Revelation 19:20; 20:10-15)
where final judgment will take place.

Spiritual Battles
Spiritual warfare is the spiritual battle that takes place in the unseen,
supernatural dimension. Although it is unseen by humans, we can certainly feel
its effects. And we are to battle against spiritual forces in a number of ways.

First, we need to realize that the weapons of this warfare are not human weapons
fought in the flesh. Instead, they are spiritual weapons such as truth and
righteousness that can tear down strongholds and philosophies that are in
opposition to God.
For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the flesh, for
the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful for
the destruction of fortresses. We are destroying speculations and every lofty
thing raised up against the knowledge of God, and we are taking every
thought captive to the obedience of Christ (2 Corinthians 10:3-5).
Second, the nature of this battle is different from an earthly battle. In Ephesians
6:12, Paul talks about the nature of this spiritual battle: “For our struggle is not
against flesh and blood, but against rulers, against the powers, against the world
forces of this darkness of this world, against spiritual forces of wickedness in
heavenly places.”
We can also have confidence because God “rescued us from the domain of
darkness, and transferred us to the kingdom of His beloved Son, in whom we have
redemption, the forgiveness of sins” (Colossians 1:13).
Many Christians do not like the warfare imagery in the Bible, but that is how the
spiritual life is described. We need to prepare for this spiritual battle even if we
would like to ignore the battle for truth and error as well as the battle for life and
death that is taking place around us.
Third, the Bible tells us that to prepare for battle. We must wear the right armor
and have the right weapons, which include truth, righteousness, the gospel, faith,
salvation, and prayer:
Stand firm therefore, having girded your loins with truth, and having put on
the breastplate of righteousness, and having shod your feet with the
preparation of the gospel of peace; in addition to all, taking up the shield of

faith, with which you will be able to extinguish all the flaming arrows of the
evil one. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which
is the Word of God. With all prayer and petition pray at all times in the
Spirit (Ephesians 6:14-18a).
The Bible also calls upon us to be strong in the Lord. We should be steadfast in
our resistance to the Devil. We do this by putting on the whole armor of God and
resisting Satan. Ephesians 6:10-11 says, “Finally, be strong in the Lord, and in the
strength of His might. Put on the full armor of God, so that you will be able to
stand against the schemes of the devil.”

The Three Ws
One way to understand the nature of spiritual warfare is to consider the three Ws:
our walk, our weapons, and our warfare.
First let’s consider our walk. Paul says, “For though we walk in the flesh, we do
not war according to the flesh” (2 Corinthians 10:3). Our war is not an earthly one
but a spiritual one. So even though we do walk in the flesh, our warfare is not
fleshly.
We should understand that we didn’t start this war but it has been going on long
before we came on the scene. For a war to exist, there must be threat from those
intend to harm others.
For the battle to be successful, those who are threatened must be willing to stand
up and fight. Many wars have been lost because good people refused to fight. And
many Christians believe that the reason Satan has been so successful in the world
is because either (1) Christians have been unwilling to fight, or (2) Christians
have not even been aware that there is a spiritual battle.
The second W is our weapons. Paul also teaches, “for the weapons of our warfare

are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful for the destruction of fortresses” (2
Corinthians 10:4). One of the most important weapons of our warfare is the Word
of God. Paul calls it the “Sword of the Spirit” (Ephesians 6:17).
We are also instructed to wear armor before we go into battle (Ephesians 6). We
are to gird our loins with truth (vs. 14a). That means we need to define the truth,
defend the truth, and spread the truth. We are also to wear the breastplate of
righteousness (vs. 14b). That means we are to rely on the righteousness of Jesus
and live holy and righteous lives. We are also to take up the shield of faith (vs.
16). When we have bold faith, we are able to extinguish all the flaming arrows of
Satan. And we are to take the helmet of salvation (vs. 17). We need to be assured
of our salvation and stand firm in that assurance.
The third W is our warfare. What is the goal of spiritual warfare? Paul says, “We
are destroying speculations and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge
of God, and we are taking every thought captive to the obedience of Christ” (2
Corinthians 10:5). We cannot fight this war with physical weapons because our
targets are not physical. They are intellectual and spiritual. So we cannot fight
them with guns or planes or bombs.
The word “speculations” (which is sometimes translated “imaginations”) refers to
the mind. It includes our thoughts and our reflections. So we should challenge the
false ideas that Satan has encouraged in the world by countering unbiblical
speculations and proclaiming God’s truth.

The World, the Flesh, and the Devil
How does spiritual warfare affect us?
When the New Testament uses the term “world,” most of the time it is a
translation from the word kosmos. Sometimes it can mean simply the planet earth
(John 1:10; Acts 17:24). But when we talk about the influence of the world on our

spiritual life and on our souls, we are talking about the worldly system in which
we live. This world system involves culture and philosophy that is ultimately in
opposition to God. That doesn’t mean that everyone is evil or that the world’s
system is filled with nothing but error. But it does mean that the world can have a
negative influence on our souls.
Paul warns not to be conformed to this world (Romans 12:1). He also warns us not
to let our hearts and minds be taken captive to these false ideas: “See to it that no
one takes you captive through philosophy and empty deception, according to the
tradition of men, according to the elementary principles of the world, rather than
according to Christ” (Colossians 2:8).
The Bible teaches that many temptations come from the world’s system. We read
in 1 John 2:15-16, “Do not love the world nor the things in the world. If anyone
loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world,
the lust of the flesh and the lust of the eyes and the boastful pride of life, is not
from the Father, but is from the world.”
The second influence is the flesh. Like our previous term, the word flesh can have
different meanings. Sometimes it merely refers to our body: our flesh and bones
(Luke 24:39; Acts 2:26). In this context, however, flesh is a second area of
temptation and thus an important instrument of sin. We see this in the fact that
we are born with a sin nature (Romans 7:14-24; 8:5-9). It is part of our bodies
(Romans 7:25; 1 John 1:8-10) even after we have accepted Jesus Christ. But the
good news is that its power over us has been broken (Romans 6:1-14) so that we
can have victory over sin (Romans 8:1-4).
A third influence is the Devil. The ruler and mastermind behind the world’s
system is Satan. He can use the various distractions of the world’s system to draw
us into sin, temptation, and worldliness. We read in 1 John 2:15 that “If any one
loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him.” So the Devil can use the
world to turn our affections from God to the world.

Satan can also attack us through our flesh. He can entice our flesh with various
temptations. We read in 1 John 2:16 that “For all that is in the world, the lust of
the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the boastful pride of life, is not from the Father,
but is from the world.” He can draw our attention away from God by manipulating
the desires of the flesh.

Spiritual Weapons
The weapons of our warfare are spiritual because the battle we are fighting is
spiritual. Paul clearly states this in Ephesians 6:12: “For our struggle is not
against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the powers, against the
world forces of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the
heavenly places.” This is a spiritual battle that takes place in the heavenly places.
We should also realize that we are not warring against flesh and blood but against
a spiritual enemy. So even though we might be tempted to think that people are
our real enemy, our real enemy is Satan and his demons. People are merely
pawns in the heavenly chess game being played out in our lives and in our world.
Paul tells us that “though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the
flesh, for the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful for
the destruction of fortresses” (2 Corinthians 10:3-4). So what are those weapons?
It is interesting that Paul does not give a list to those who he is writing to in the
church in Corinth. Therefore, we must assume that they were already aware of
what those weapons are based on other letters Paul wrote to the various
churches.
One obvious weapon is the weapon of truth. Believers are given insight into both
the earthly realm and the heavenly realm because of what has been revealed in
Scripture. We know what is behind the forces we wrestle with (Ephesians 6:12).
Another weapon is love. In fact, the Bible links truth with love (“speaking the

truth in love” —Ephesians 4:15). Love is also a very powerful weapon in this
spiritual warfare that we encounter. We should not approach people with anger or
judgmentalism. But we must understand how important love is in dealing with
others (1 Corinthians 13).
A third weapon is faith. Faith is defined as “the assurance of things hoped for, the
conviction of things not seen” (Hebrews 11:1). Notice that faith is a conviction of
things that are not seen. This is an important attribute since spiritual warfare is
an invisible war. Faith is the recognition of this invisible world and the confidence
that God is still in control.
And a very important weapon is prayer. We are told in 1 Thessalonians 5:17 to
pray continually (some translations say to pray without ceasing). We are exhorted
to pray about the circumstances we encounter and to use prayer as a weapon in
our spiritual battle. When Paul talks about Christians putting on the armor to
fight spiritual battles, he says that “with all prayer and petition” we are to “pray
at all times in the Spirit” (Ephesians 6:18).
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C.S. Lewis, the BBC, and Mere
Christianity
Dr. Michael Gleghorn

Michael Gleghorn explains how a series of radio talks during WWII became one of
Christianity’s most cherished classics.
One can rarely predict all the consequences which will follow a particular
decision. On September 1, 1939, Germany invaded Poland. Two days later, France
and Britain declared war on Germany. World War II was officially underway. Back
in England, C. S. Lewis was “appalled” to find his country once again at war with
Germany. Nevertheless, he believed it was “a righteous war” and was determined
to do his part “to assist the war effort.”{1}
At this point in his life, Lewis was already a fairly successful
Oxford don. “His academic works and lively lectures attracted a
large student following.”{2} Although he published a number of
academic studies, Lewis also enjoyed writing popular literary,
theological and apologetic works. In 1938 he published the first
volume of his science-fiction trilogy, Out of the Silent Planet. And in 1939, as the
war began, he was working on The Problem of Pain, a thought-provoking
discussion of the problem of evil and suffering.{3}
It was this latter work which attracted the attention of James Welch, the Director
of Religious Broadcasting for the British Broadcasting Corporation, or BBC.
Welch and his assistant, Eric Fenn, were both committed Christians who firmly
believed that Christianity had something vital to say to the men and women of
England as they faced the horrors and challenges of war. According to Welch:
In a time of uncertainty and questioning it is the responsibility of the Church –

and of religious broadcasting as one of its most powerful voices – to declare the
truth about God and His relation to men. It has to expound the Christian faith in
terms that can be easily understood by ordinary men and women, and to
examine the ways in which that faith can be applied to present-day society
during these difficult times.{4}
After reading The Problem of Pain by C. S. Lewis, Welch believed that he had
found someone who just might meet his exemplary standards of religious
broadcasting. He wrote to Lewis at Oxford University in February 1941, and
asked if he might consider putting together a series of broadcast talks for the
BBC.{5} Lewis responded a couple days later, accepting the invitation and
indicating a desire to speak about what he termed “the law of nature,” or what we
might call “objective right and wrong.”{6} Although Lewis could hardly have
known it at the time, this first series of talks would eventually become Book I in
his bestselling work of basic theology, Mere Christianity.

Right and Wrong
Mere Christianity originated as a series of talks entitled Right and Wrong: A Clue
to the Meaning of the Universe. Lewis pitched his idea to James Welch, the
Director of Religious Broadcasting at the BBC, in the following terms:
It seems to me that the New Testament, by preaching repentance and
forgiveness, always assumes an audience who already believe in the law of
nature and know they have disobeyed it. In modern England we cannot at
present assume this, and therefore most apologetic begins a stage too far on.
The first step is to create, or recover, the sense of guilt. Hence if I gave a series
of talks, I shd [sic] mention Christianity only at the end, and would prefer not to
unmask my battery till then.{7}

In certain respects, this was a rather difficult time to be involved in religious
broadcasting. Most of the talks were not pre-recorded, but were given live. And
because of the war, the British government was anxious to insure that no
information that might be “damaging to morale or helpful to the enemy” end up in
a broadcast.{8} As Eric Fenn, the BBC’s Assistant Director of Religion, who
worked closely with Lewis in the editing and production of his talks, later
recalled, “. . . every script had to be submitted to the censor and could not be
broadcast until it bore his stamp and signature. And thereafter, only that
script—nothing more or less—could be broadcast on that occasion.”{9}
Lewis not only had to contend with these difficulties, however, he also had to
learn (as anyone who writes for radio must) that this is a very precise business.
Since “a listener cannot turn back the page to grasp at the second attempt what
was not understood at the first reading,” the content must be readily accessible
for most of one’s listening audience.{10} Additionally, the talks must fit within a
narrowly defined window of time. In Lewis’s case, this was fifteen minutes per
talk – no more, no less. As one might well imagine, Lewis initially found it rather
difficult to write under such constraints.{11}
Eventually, however, the combination of Fenn’s coaching and Lewis’s natural
giftedness as a writer and communicator paid off. The talks were completed and
successfully delivered. The BBC was pleased with its new broadcasting talent and
quickly enlisted Lewis for a second series of talks.{12}

What Christians Believe
This second series would be titled What Christians Believe. Since these talks
would require Lewis to more directly communicate some of the core truths of the
Christian faith, he sent “the original script to four clergymen in the Anglican,
Methodist, Presbyterian and Roman Catholic Churches for their critique.”{13}
Although Lewis was a brilliant and well-read individual, he was nonetheless a

layman with no formal training in theology. Since his desire was to communicate
the central truth-claims of Christianity, and not just the distinctive beliefs of a
particular denomination, he wanted to be sure that his talks were acceptable to a
variety of Christian leaders. Although a couple of them had some minor quibbles
with certain things that Lewis had said, or not said, they were basically all in
agreement. This was important to Lewis, who later tells us, “I was not writing to
expound something I could call ‘my religion,’ but to expound ‘mere’ Christianity,
which is what it is and was what it was long before I was born and whether I like
it or not.”{14}
The BBC was elated with this second series of talks, liking them even more than
the first. According to Justin Phillips, who wrote a book on the subject, it was this
second series of talks which most closely fulfilled James Welch’s original vision as
Director of Religion for the BBC “to make the gospel relevant to a people at war.
It speaks of the core doctrines of Christianity and explains them in plain English
to the general listener.”{15}
Eric Fenn, who helped with the editing and production of the talks, wrote
appreciatively to Lewis afterwards to tell him he thought they were excellent. He
then asked if Lewis might consider doing yet another, even longer, series
sometime in the near future.{16} Lewis would agree to the request, but he was
beginning to get a little disenchanted with some of the unanticipated
consequences of his success. Already a very busy man, with a variety of teaching,
writing, and administrative responsibilities, Lewis now found himself, in addition
to everything else he was doing, nearly overwhelmed by the avalanche of mail he
was receiving from many of his listeners. This Oxford don was clearly making a
powerful connection with his audience!

Why Was Lewis So Popular?
According to Justin Phillips, “Even though Lewis was a prolific correspondent

himself, even by his standards it was all becoming a bit too much to cope
with.”{17} Indeed, were it not for the able secretarial support of his brother
Warnie, Lewis may not have been able to keep up with it all.
Jill Freud, one of the children evacuated from London at the start of the war, lived
with the Lewises for a while. She recalled just how much help Warnie offered his
brother, whom they called “Jack”:
He did all his typing and dealt with all his correspondence which was
considerable – so huge it was becoming a problem. There was so much of it
from the books and then the broadcast talks. And he was so meticulous about it.
Jack wrote to everybody and answered every letter.{18}
Indeed, Warnie later estimated that he had pounded out at least 12,000 letters on
his brother’s behalf!{19} So what made Lewis so popular? What enabled him to
connect so well with his readers and listeners?
In the first place, Lewis was simply a very talented writer and thinker. When it
came to communicating with a broad, general audience, Lewis brought a lot to
the table right from the start. But according to Phillips, the BBC should also be
given some credit for the success of the broadcast talks. He writes, “The attention
given to Lewis’s scripts by his producers in religious broadcasting made him a
better writer.”{20}
Ironically, even Lewis’s rather volatile domestic situation may have contributed to
his success. Lewis was then living with his brother, who had a drinking problem, a
child evacuee from London, and the adoring, but also dominating, mother of a
friend who had been killed in World War I. Phillips notes:
All this helped to ‘earth’ Lewis’s writings in the real world. . . . It took him out
of the seclusion of the Oxford don . . . and gave him a real home life more like
that of his listeners than many of his professional colleagues.{21}

Finally, Lewis combined all of this with a rather disarming humility in his
presentations. He wasn’t pretending to be better than others; he was only trying
to help. And his listeners responded in droves.

The Impact of the Broadcasts
The BBC eventually got a total of four series of talks out of Lewis. Each of the
series was so successful that the BBC continued, for quite some time, to entreat
Lewis to do more. But according to Phillips, Lewis was becoming increasingly
disillusioned with broadcasting. The BBC issued one invitation after another, but
nearly eighteen months after his fourth series concluded Lewis had turned down
every single one of them.{22} Although he would eventually be tempted back to
the microphone a few more times, the days of his broadcast talks were now a
thing of the past. While he was glad to be of service in this way during the war,
Lewis never really seemed to care that much for radio. Indeed, in one of his less
serious moods, he even blamed the radio “for driving away the leprechauns from
Ireland!”{23}
In spite of this, however, the impact of the broadcasts has been immense. Since
first being aired on the BBC, these talks have generated (and continue to
generate) a great deal of interest and discussion. Mere Christianity, a compilation
of the talks in book form, continues to show up on bestseller lists even today.{24}
And Phillips, speaking of the cumulative impact of all of Lewis’s writings,
observes that while numbers vary, “in the year 2000 some estimates put
worldwide sales of Lewis’s books at over 200 million copies in more than thirty
languages.”{25}
As the origin of Mere Christianity shows, however, we cannot often predict how it
may please God to use (and perhaps greatly multiply) our small, seemingly
insignificant, investments in the work of His kingdom. Lewis was simply trying to
do his part to be faithful to God and to help his countrymen through the horrors of

World War II. But God took his humble offering and, like the story of the loaves
and fish recounted in the Gospels, multiplied it far beyond anything Lewis could
ever have reasonably imagined.
This should be an encouragement to us. As we faithfully exercise our gifts and
abilities in the service of Jesus Christ, small and inconsiderable though they may
seem to be, we may one day wake to find that incredibly, and against all odds,
God has graciously multiplied our efforts to accomplish truly extraordinary
things!
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Evidence for God’s Existence
Sue Bohlin
Romans chapter 1 says that God has planted evidence of Himself throughout His
creation so we are without excuse. Sue Bohlin looks at different types of evidence
indicating that God really does exist.

A “Just Right” Universe
There’s so much about the universe, and our world in particular, that we take for

granted because it works so well. But Christian astronomer Dr. Hugh Ross has
cited twenty-six different characteristics about the universe that enable it to
sustain life. And there are thirty-three characteristics about our galaxy, our solar
system, and the planet Earth that are finely-tuned to allow life to exist.{1} I do
well to make the meat, potatoes, vegetables, and bread all come out at the same
time for dinner; we’re talking about fifty-nine different aspects all being kept in
perfect balance so the universe hangs together and we can live in it!
Our Earth, for instance, is perfectly designed for life. It’s the “just right” size for
the atmosphere we need. Its size and corresponding gravity hold a thin, but not
too thin, layer of gases to protect us and allow us to breathe. When astronaut John
Glenn returned to space, one of the things that struck him was how thin and
fragile our atmosphere is (only 50 miles above the Earth). If our planet were
smaller it couldn’t support an atmosphere, like on Mercury. If it were larger, like
Jupiter, the atmosphere would contain free hydrogen, which is poison for us.{2}
Earth is the only planet we know of that contains an atmosphere that can support
human, animal, and plant life.
The Earth is also placed at a “just right” distance from the sun and the other
planets in our solar system. If we were closer to the sun, we’d burn up. If we were
farther away, we’d freeze. Because Earth’s orbit is nearly circular, this slightly
elliptical shape means that we enjoy a quite narrow range of temperatures, which
is important to life. The speed of Earth’s rotation on its axis, completing one turn
every 24 hours, means that the sun warms the planet evenly. Compare our world
to the moon, where there are incredible temperature variations because it lacks
sufficient atmosphere or water to retain or deflect the sun’s energy.
Speaking of the moon, its important that there is only one moon, not two or three
or none, and it’s the “just right” size and distance from us. The moon’s gravity
impacts the movement of ocean currents, keeping the water from becoming
stagnant.{3}

Water itself is an important part of a “just right” world. Plants, animals and
human beings are mostly made of water, and we need it to live. One of the things
that makes Earth unique is the abundance of water in a liquid state.
Water has surface tension. This means that water can move upward, against
gravity, to bring liquid nutrients to the tops of the tallest plants.
Everything else in the world freezes from the bottom up, but water freezes from
the top down. Everything else contracts when it freezes, but water expands. This
means that in winter, ponds and rivers and lakes can freeze at the surface, but
allow fish and other marine creatures to live down below.
The fact that we live on a “just right” planet in a “just right” universe is evidence
that it all was created by a loving God.

The Nagging Itch of “Ought”
As a mother, I was convinced of the existence of a moral God when my children,
without being taught, would complain that something wasn’t “fair.” Fair? Who
taught them about fair? Why is it that no one ever has to teach children about
fairness, but all parents hear the universal wail of “That’s not fa-a-a-a-a-air!” The
concept of fairness is about an internal awareness that there’s a certain way that
things ought to be. It’s not limited to three-year-olds who are unhappy that their
older siblings get to stay up later. We see the same thing on “Save the Whales”
bumper stickers. Why should we save the whales? Because we ought to take care
of the world. Why should we take care of the world? Because we just should,
that’s why. It’s the right thing to do. There’s that sense of “ought” again.
Certain values can be found in all human cultures, a belief that we act certain
ways because they’re the right thing to do. Murdering one’s own people is wrong,
for example. Lying and cheating is wrong. So is stealing. Where did this universal
sense of right and wrong come from? If we just evolved from the apes, and there
is nothing except space, time, and matter, then from where did this moral sense

of right and wrong arise?
A moral sense of right and wrong isn’t connected to our muscles or bones or
blood. Some scientists argue that it comes from our genes — that belief in
morality selects us for survival and reproduction. But if pressed, those same
scientists would assure you that ultimate right and wrong don’t exist in a
measurable way, and it’s only the illusion of morality that helps us survive. But if
one researcher stole another’s data and published results under his own name, all
the theories about morality as illusion would go right out the window. I don’t
know of any scientist who wouldn’t cry, “That’s not fair!” Living in the real world
is a true antidote for sophisticated arguments against right and wrong.
Apologist Greg Koukl points out that guilt is another indicator of ultimate right
and wrong. “It’s tied into our understanding of things that are right and things
that are wrong. We feel guilty when we think we’ve violated a moral rule, an
“ought.” And that feeling hurts. It doesn’t hurt our body; it hurts our souls. An
ethical violation is not a physical thing, like a punch in the nose, producing
physical pain. It’s a soulish injury producing a soulish pain. That’s why I call it
ethical pain. That’s what guilt is — ethical pain.”{4}
The reason all human beings start out with an awareness of right and wrong, the
reason we all yearn for justice and fairness, is that we are made in the image of
God, who is just and right. The reason we feel violated when someone does us
wrong is that a moral law has been broken — and you can’t have a moral law
without a moral law giver. Every time we feel that old feeling of, “It’s not fa-a-a-aa-air!” rising up within us, it’s a signpost pointing us to the existence of God. He
has left signposts pointing to Himself all over creation. That’s why we are without
excuse.

Evidence of Design Implies a Designer

If you’ve ever visited or seen pictures of
Mount Rushmore (South Dakota USA), you
cannot help but look at the gigantic
sculpture of four presidents’ faces and
wonder at the skill of the sculptor. You
know, without having to be told, that the
natural forces of wind and rain did not
erode the rock into those shapes. It took the
skilled hands of an artist.
William Paley made a compelling argument years ago that the intricacies of a
watch are so clearly engineered that it cannot be the product of nature: a watch
demands a watchmaker. In the same way, the more we discover about our world
and ourselves, the more we see that like an expertly-fashioned watch, our world
and we ourselves have been finely crafted with intentional design. And design
implies a designer.
Since we live in our bodies and take so much of our abilities for granted, it’s
understandable that we might miss the evidence of design within ourselves —
much like a fish might be oblivious to what it means to be wet. Dr. Phillip Bishop
at the University of Alabama, challenges us to consider what would happen if we
commissioned a team of mechanical engineers to develop a robot that could lift
500 pounds. And let’s say we also commissioned them to design a robot that could
play Chopin. They could probably do that. But what if we asked them to come up
with a robot that could do both, and limit the robot’s weight to 250 pounds, and
require that it be able to do a variety of similar tasks? They’d laugh in our faces,
no matter how much time or money we gave them to do it. But you know, all we’d
be asking them to do is to come up with a very crude replication of former football
player Mike Reid.{5}
Probably the greatest evidence of design in creation is DNA, the material of which
our genes are made, as well as the genetic material for every living thing on the

planet. One of the startling discoveries about DNA is that it is a highly complex
informational code, so complex that scientists struggle hard to decipher even the
tiniest portions of the various genes in every organism. DNA conveys intelligent
information; in fact, molecular biologists use language terms — code, translation,
transcription — to describe what it does and how it acts. Communication
engineers and information scientists tell us that you can’t have a code without a
code-maker, so it would seem that DNA is probably the strongest indicator in our
world that there is an intelligent Designer behind its existence.
Dr. Richard Dawkins, a professor of biology who writes books and articles
praising evolution, said in his book The Blind Watchmaker, “Biology is the study
of complicated things that give the appearance of having been designed for a
purpose.”{6} Even those who desperately fear the implications of design keep
running into it.
Those who deny the evidence of a designer are a lot like the foolish fisherman. If
he fails to catch a fish, he says, “Aha! This proves there are no fish!” He doesn’t
want to consider the possibility that it might be he is an inept fisherman. Since
science cannot measure the intangible or the supernatural, there are many people
who say, “Aha! There is no Creator.”{7} Foolish fishermen deny the evidence that
God exists and has left His fingerprints all over creation.

The Reliability of the Bible
Every religion has its own holy book, but the Bible is different from all the others.
It claims to be the very Word of God, not dropped out of the sky but Godbreathed, infused with God’s power as He communicated His thoughts and intent
through human writers.
The Bible was written over a period of 1500 years, by about forty different
writers, on three different continents. They addressed a wide variety of subjects,
and yet the individual books of the Bible show a remarkable consistency within

themselves. There is a great deal of diversity within the Bible, at the same time
displaying an amazing unity. It presents an internally consistent message with
one great theme: God’s love for man and the great lengths to which He went to
demonstrate that love.
If you pick up any city newspaper, you won’t find the kind of agreement and
harmony in it that is the hallmark of the biblical books. A collection of documents
that spans so much time and distance could not be marked by this unity unless it
was superintended by one Author who was behind it all. The unity of the Bible is
evidence of God’s existence.
One other aspect of the Bible is probably the greatest evidence that God exists
and that He has spoken to us in His holy book: fulfilled prophecy. The Bible
contains hundreds of details of history which were written in advance before any
of them came to pass. Only a sovereign God, who knows the future and can make
it happen, can write prophecy that is accurately and always — eventually —
fulfilled.
For example, God spoke through the prophet Ezekiel against the bustling seaport
and trade center of Tyre. In Ezekiel 26:3-6, He said He would bring nations
against her: “They shall destroy the walls of Tyre and break down her towers; and
I will scrape her soil from her, and make her a bare rock.” Ezekiel 26-28 has many
details of this prophecy against Tyre, which would be like Billy Graham
announcing that God was going to wipe New York off the map.
Tyre consisted of two parts, a mainland city and an island a half- mile offshore.
The first attack came from the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar, who laid siege
to Tyre for thirteen years. Finally, his battering rams broke through the walls, and
he tore down the city’s towers. But the island part of the city wasn’t yet
destroyed, because this prophecy was fulfilled in stages. For 250 years it
flourished, until Alexander the Great set his sights on Tyre. Even without a navy,
he was able to conquer this island city in what some consider his greatest military

exploit. He turned the ruined walls and towers of Old Tyre into rubble, which he
used to build a causeway from the mainland to the island. When he ran out of
material, he scraped the soil from the land to finish the land- bridge, leaving only
barren rocks where the old city used to be. He fulfilled the prophecy, “They will
break down your walls and destroy your pleasant houses; your stones and timber
and soil they will cast into the midst of the waters”(Ez. 26:12).
Fulfilled prophecy is just one example of how God shows He is there and He is not
silent. How else do we explain the existence of history written in advance?

Jesus: The Ultimate Evidence
The most astounding thing God has ever done to show His existence to us is when
He passed through the veil between heaven and earth and came to live among us
as a man.
Jesus Christ was far more than just a great moral teacher. He said things that
would be outrageous if they weren’t true, but He backed them up with even more
outrageous signs to prove they were. Jesus claimed not to speak for God as a
prophet, but to be God in human flesh. He said, “If you’ve seen Me, you’ve seen
the Father” (John 14:9), and, “The Father and I are one” (John 10:30). When
asked if He was the Messiah, the promised Savior, He said yes.{8} He told his
contemporaries, “Before Abraham was, I am”(John 8:58). The fact that His
unbelieving listeners decided then to kill Him shows that they realized He was
claiming to be Yahweh, God Almighty.
When Jesus told His followers that He was the Good Shepherd (John 10:11-18),
they would immediately be reminded of a passage in the book of Ezekiel where
Yahweh God pronounced Himself shepherd over Israel (Ez. 34:1-16). Jesus
equated Himself with God.
But words are cheap, so Jesus backed up His words with miracles and signs to
validate His truth-claims. He healed all sorts of diseases in people: the blind, the

deaf, the crippled, lepers, epileptics, and even a woman with a twelve-year
hemorrhage. He took authority over the demons that terrorized and possessed
people. He even raised the dead.
Jesus showed His authority over nature, as well. He calmed a terrible storm with
just a word. He created food out of thin air, with bread and fish left over! He
turned water into wine. He walked on water.
He showed us what God the Father is like; Jesus was God with skin on. He was
loving and sensitive, at the same time strong and determined. Children and
troubled people were drawn to Him like a magnet, but the arrogant and selfsufficient were threatened by Him. He drenched people with grace and mercy
while never compromising His holiness and righteousness.
And after living a perfect life, He showed His love to us by dying in our place on a
Roman cross, promising to come back to life. Who else but God Himself could
make a promise like thatand then fulfill it? The literal, bodily resurrection of Jesus
Christ is the final, greatest proof that there is a God, that Jesus is God Himself,
and that God has entered our world and showed us the way to heaven so we can
be with Him forever. He said, “I am the way, the truth, and the life; no one comes
to the Father except by Me” (John 14:6).
God exists, and He has spoken. He made a “just right” universe that is stamped
with clues of its Maker. He placed eternity in our hearts, as Ecclesiastes tells us,
and all people have a strong moral streak because we are made in the image of a
moral God. The evidence of design in our bodies, our world and the universe is a
signpost pointing to a loving, intelligent Designer behind it all. The unity of the
Bible and the hundreds of fulfilled prophecies in it show the mind of God behind
its creation. And we’ve looked at the way Jesus punched through the space-time
continuum to show us what God looks like, and opened the doorway to heaven.
Jesus is the clearest evidence of all that God does exist.
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Are You Listening? Do You Hear
What I Hear?
Rusty Wright

Have you ever missed a great opportunity because you weren’t listening
carefully? Twenty centuries ago some clues to impending good news of
monumental import eluded most folks. Fascinating prophecies of Jesus’ birth and
life bring revealing insights into your own life today.
Have you ever missed a great opportunity because you weren’t listening
carefully?
If Mark{1} hadn’t been willing to listen, he might have missed some great news.
He enjoyed an adequate income, fulfilling work, a comfortable home, and many
close friends. Then his employer offered a promotion requiring a move to another
state. At first resistant, he eventually decided to listen to the offer and make the
move.

Mark’s job responsibilities expanded, his growing reputation
opened doors for wider influence, and he met and married Gail.
Reflecting twenty-five years later, he was glad he had carefully
listened to news of the offer.
At a business convention Joan heard a brief announcement of an advanced degree
program. Distracted by current concerns, she dismissed it. When the
announcement was repeated the next day, Joan caught something she had missed.
The degree would be from one of the most prestigious universities in the world.
Her company was encouraging managers to participate, promising them time to
study, and offering to help pay for it. Joan investigated, enrolled, and her career

was greatly enhanced. “To think that I almost missed the good news about this
program because I was distracted,” Joan reflected. “What a tragedy that would
have been.”
Perhaps you, too, have encountered news that first seemed insignificant but later
became momentous. Great news isn’t always trumpeted by headlines or television
broadcasts. Sometimes the best news could slip right by if you’re not attuned to
its importance.
Twenty centuries ago some clues to impending good news of monumental import
eluded most folks. A baby born in relative obscurity in the Middle East was hailed
by a few as a future king who would rescue people from their troubles. “Good
news of great joy for everyone!” said one announcement of Jesus’ birth.{2}
Relatively few contemporaries acknowledged His importance. His followers later
showed numerous clues to His identity, prophecies written many years before His
birth. You may not share the faith of those early believers, but perhaps you’ll find
it interesting to eavesdrop on some of the clues, the prophecies. Consider just a
few.{3}

Prophecies Fulfilled in Jesus’ Birth
The Hebrew writer Micah told around 700 B.C. of deliverance through a coming
Messiah or “Anointed One.” He indicated this deliverer would be from Bethlehem.
He wrote, “But you . . . Bethlehem . . . are only a small village in Judah. Yet a ruler
of Israel will come from you, one whose origins are from the distant past.” {4}
Matthew, a first-century biographer, noted that “. . . Jesus was born in Bethlehem
of Judea. . . .”{5}
Isaiah, writing around 700 B.C., foretold an unusual aspect of the Messiah’s birth,
that He would be born of a virgin. He wrote, “The Lord himself will give you a
sign: The virgin will be with child and will give birth to a son, and will call him

Immanuel.”{6}
The name “Immanuel” means “God is with us.” The indication—to all who were
listening—was that God Himself would be physically present with humans
through this child. What a promise! What good news to people who often felt
abandoned by God.
Matthew recorded this about Jesus’ birth:
Now this is how Jesus the Messiah was born. His mother, Mary, was engaged
to be married to Joseph. But while she was still a virgin, she became pregnant
by the Holy Spirit. . . . Joseph . . . brought Mary home to be his wife, but she
remained a virgin until her son was born. And Joseph named him Jesus.{7}
Jewish prophets mentioned several clues about the Messiah’s lineage. He was to
be a descendant of Abraham. Moses, a famous Jewish leader writing fourteen
hundred years before Jesus’ birth, recorded a prophecy about the Jewish
patriarch Abraham. He wrote, “Through your [Abraham’s] descendants, all the
nations of the earth will be blessed.”{8}
The Messiah was also to be a descendant of Isaac. Moses recorded another
promise. He said, “God told Abraham, ‘ . . . Isaac is the son through whom your
descendants will be counted’.”{9} In other words, something important was
going to come through the descendants of Abraham and specifically through the
line of Isaac, one of Abraham’s two sons.
The Messiah was also to be a descendant of Jacob. Abraham’s son Isaac himself
had two sons, Jacob and Esau. Some ancient Jewish scholars{10} believed that
another prophecy that Moses recorded prefigured the Messiah. Moses wrote, “A
star will rise from Jacob; a scepter will emerge from Israel.”{11}
Luke, a first-century physician, traced Jesus’ lineage through these three Jewish
leaders. He wrote of “Jesus . . . the son of Jacob, the son of Isaac, the son of

Abraham. . . .”{12}
Jesus was born in Bethlehem, of a virgin, and from the line of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob. The pieces of the prophetic puzzle were starting to become clearer. The
details of His life would fulfill the prophecies further.

Prophecies Fulfilled in Jesus’ Life and Death
Though Jesus was born in humble circumstances, learned leaders traveled great
distances to hail the child as a king. In His youth, scholars marveled at His
wisdom. In His thirties He began to publicly offer peace, freedom, purpose and
hope to the masses. His message caught on.
His enemies plotted His demise and paid one of his followers to betray Him. His
closest friends deserted Him. He was tried, convicted, sentenced and executed. In
agony during His execution He cried out, “My God, my God, why have you
forsaken me?”{13}
Many hurting people feel forsaken by God. But Jesus’ cry of desperation carried
added significance because of its historical allusion. The words had appeared
about a thousand years earlier in a song written by Israel’s King David.{14} It
said, “All who see me mock me; they hurl insults, shaking their heads.”{15}
“They have pierced my hands and my feet.”{16} “They divide my garments
among them and cast lots for my clothing.”{17} Historians record precisely this
behavior during Jesus’ execution.{18} It was as if a divine drama were unfolding
as Jesus slipped into death.
Researchers have uncovered more than 300 prophecies that were literally fulfilled
in Jesus’ life and death. He would be preceded by a messenger who would
prepare the way for His work.{19} He would enter the capital city as a king, but
riding on a donkey’s back.{20} He would be betrayed for thirty pieces of
silver,{21} pierced,{22} executed with thieves{23} and yet, though
wounded,{24} would suffer no broken bones.{25}

In His dying cry from the cross, He reminded His hearers that His life and death
were in precise fulfillment of a previously stated plan. According to a biblical
perspective, at the moment of death He experienced the equivalent of eternal
separation from God in our place. He suffered the divine penalty due all the
shortcomings, injustice, evil, and sin of the world, including yours and mine.
Then—again in fulfillment of prophecy{26} and contrary to natural law—He
returned to life. As somewhat of a skeptic I investigated the evidence for Christ’s
resurrection and found it to be one of the best-attested facts in history.{27} To
the seeker He offers true inner peace,{28} forgiveness,{29} purpose,{30} and
strength for fulfilling living.{31}
Jesus’ birth, life, and death fulfilled many prophecies. Many of these fulfillments
involved details that were beyond His human control. But could this be
coincidence? Could the prophecies have been fulfilled by chance?

Prophecies Fulfilled by Chance?
My good friend and mentor, Bob Prall, likes to make a distinction between
prediction and prophecy{32} and uses a sports analogy to illustrate that
distinction. I got to know Bob when I was a student at Duke University and he was
the Campus Crusade for Christ director. Now, sports fans will know that Duke’s
men’s basketball team often has contended for the national title. Alas, the Duke
football team has suffered many losing seasons.
Bob notes that prediction can involve careful analysis of current events to make
an educated guess about the future. Stock market analysts, political pollsters,
social scientists, and CBS Survivor fans all seek to predict outcomes. But
prophecy often involves events and situations hundreds of years apart or without
apparent human connection. Bob explains that if someone were to study the Duke
men’s basketball team and announce they would win the national championship,
and then it happened, that would be successful prediction. But if someone
evaluated the Duke football team and announced they would win the national

championship, that would be prophecy!
Could the 300 prophecies Jesus fulfilled have been fulfilled merely by chance?
Peter Stoner, a California mathematician, once calculated the probability of just
eight of these 300 prophecies coming true in one person due to chance alone.
Using estimates that both he and classes of college students considered
reasonable and conservative, Stoner concluded there was one chance in 1017 that
those eight were fulfilled by fluke.
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He says 10 silver dollars would cover the state of Texas two feet deep. Mark one
coin with red fingernail polish. Stir the whole batch thoroughly. What chance
would a blindfolded person have of picking the marked coin on the first try? One
in 1017, the same chance that just eight of the 300 prophecies “just happened” to
come true in this man, Jesus.{33}
With all these signs, why wasn’t more attention paid to Jesus’ birth? No reporters
with microphones and cameras waited outside the stable to interview the new
mom. (Maybe if she’d had quints?)
Some back then were looking for a conquering king promised by Hebrew
prophets and did not anticipate a lowly birth. Others were perhaps too entangled
in their own self-importance or preoccupied with the details of life: working,
families, relationships, emotions. Maybe they were a bit like us.
What does all this mean for us this Christmas?

Today’s Good News
Jesus’ “good news” offers a chance to hook into God’s unchanging love, to be
forgiven of all wrong and to live forever with Him. He can help you accept
yourself, replace anxiety with peace and provide the best friends you’ve ever had.

If His news is so good, why do people still miss it today? Some are enmeshed in
careers or relationships that offer little time for reflection. Chasing dollars blinds
some. Family strife can make life a blur: teens experimenting with sex or drugs, a
spouse wanting out. Western life itself can be exhausting: media overload, the
rush to taxi kids or complete shopping, cellphones, beepers, PTA, soccer practice,
e-mail, laundry, Web surfing . . . Help! Maybe you could use some time to reflect.
I suspect you’ve had hints of God’s good news. Maybe you’ve admired the majesty
of the universe and wondered Who was behind it. Perhaps a friend told you their
story of faith. Maybe a magazine article got you thinking.
For eighteen years I heard the story of Jesus but did not understand it. The
summer before entering university, I wrestled with concern over my own afterlife
but gave up because it seemed too complicated. That fall I met some vibrant
Christians whose love, joy, and enthusiasm attracted me.
They told me I could not earn eternal life. Rather I needed to receive Christ’s free
gift of forgiveness accomplished by His death for my sins and His resurrection.
They told me all this would be a “gift of God; not . . . a result of works, so that no
one . . . [could] boast” about it.{34} That was good news to me. I accepted His
gift of forgiveness and have found Him to be a wonderful friend.
Life hasn’t been perfect. I’ve had my share of domestic strife, job conflicts, and
minor health struggles. God never promised perfection, painlessness, or complete
prosperity in this life. But He does offer unusual peace, pardon from guilt,
ultimate purpose, and the inner power to cope with any struggle. He promises to
cause “all things to work together for good” to those who love Him.{35} He is a
friend who will never leave.{36}
Might this Christmas season be a good time for you to ask God to forgive you and
become your friend? It’s a decision that only you can make for yourself. You can
simply talk to Him right now, ask Him to forgive you and become your friend
forever. Then contact this station or visit the Web site Probe.org to learn more

about a relationship with God.
Maybe there’s some good news for you in the story of Jesus. Do you hear what I
hear? Are you listening?
*This article is adapted from Rusty Wright, “Are You Listening? Do You Hear
What I Hear?” Pursuit VII: 3, 1998, pp.12-15. Copyright © 1998 Rusty Wright.
Used By Permission.
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